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The Jerry’s Rangers program aims to 
engage young park visitors in learning, 
observing, respecting, being safe, and 

responsible in BC Parks. 

Engaged and informed park visitors 
can become our partners in the 
stewardship, conservation and 

management of BC’s natural values.
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Program Overview



What is the purpose of the 
Jerry’s Rangers program?

BC Parks is committed to informing 
park visitors and engaging them 
as partners in the stewardship, 
conservation and management of BC’s 
natural values. Th e Jerry’s Rangers 
program aims to foster the next 
generation of stewards by:

▸ providing a consistent approach to 
interpretation across BC Parks;

▸ engaging young park visitors in 
learning, observing, respecting, 
and being safe and responsible in 
BC parks and protected areas; and

▸ creating meaningful connections 
between young people and the 
natural environment found in 
BC Parks.

Who delivers the Jerry’s 
Rangers program? 

Th e Jerry’s Rangers program is 
designed to be delivered by Park 
Operator staff , BC Parks volunteers, 
partners, and staff . Th e program is 
designed to be easy to facilitate; only 
minimal training and materials are 
required to deliver the program with 
confi dence.

Who is the Jerry’s Rangers 
program for?

Th e program is designed for park 
visitors aged 5 to 12 years old. Th is may 
include families who visit a BC park, 
community groups, or school groups.

What do Jerry’s Rangers 
participants do?

Jerry’s Rangers participants engage in 
nature-based activities divided into 
six stamp categories, each aligned to 
a subject or core competency of the 
BC elementary-school curriculum. 
When a participant has earned all six 
stamps, they become an honorary 
Jerry’s Ranger. Benefi ts to participants 
include learning about natural history, 
increasing awareness of senses, learning 
new games, and developing outdoor 
safety skills.

How is the 2020 version of 
Jerry’s Rangers 
diff erent from previous 
versions?

Th e Jerry’s Rangers program was 
originally developed in 1984 and 
updated in 2008. Th e intent of the 
program has always been to provide 
park visitors with a consistent 
interpretative experience that 
encourages children to appreciate 
nature and be safe in the parks.

If you have facilitated Jerry’s Rangers 
programs before, you will fi nd that the 
newly-designed program retains the 
spirit and feel of the original and is 
improved in a few major ways:

▸ All activities have been revised, 
updated, or newly written to 
be more relevant to the current 
context of BC Parks and include 
detailed notes and resources for 
facilitators. 

▸ Th e activities now require fewer 
materials and are easier to facilitate. 
Th e program can be delivered with 
confi dence by Park Operators and 
BC Parks volunteers, partners, 
and other staff , with no special 
expertise required and only 
minimal training.

▸ Th e organization of the activities 
has been streamlined. Th ere 
are now six stamp categories 
(each matching a subject or 
core competency from the BC 
curriculum) instead of 12 stickers.

▸ Instead of stickers, a single 
environmentally responsible and 
cost-eff ective reusable stamp is 
used to award participants for 
successfully completing activities in 
any of the six categories.
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Learning about and connecting with nature is a lifelong journey. � is program emphasizes four 
outcomes — Conservation, Indigenous Culture, Responsible Recreation, and Outdoor Safety 

— based on selected BC Parks themes. Reinforcing these themes throughout the Jerry’s Rangers 
program helps participants to understand them in a practical and personal way. 

Conservation

Participants learn why conservation matters in parks and 
protected areas, and what they can do to help conserve 
the environment.

Indigenous Culture

Participants are respectful of Indigenous Peoples and their 
sacred sites. Th ey understand that BC parks are located 
on Indigenous Peoples’ traditional territories, and that 
Indigenous heritage is integral to the cultural and historical 
value of BC parks and protected areas.

Responsible Recreation

Participants are responsible and respectful of others and 
the environment while using parks. Th ey aim to recreate 
with conservation in mind, leaving minimal impacts on 
the environment.

Outdoor Safety

Participants stay safe, make good decisions, and know how 
to prepare when recreating in parks and protected areas. 
Th ey are safety-conscious and well-informed of appropriate 
behaviour and risks in the outdoors.

FACILITATION TRAINING STEP 1 of 3
Read the following pages to familiarize yourself 
with the Program Outcomes, Stamp Categories, 
and Certi� cate procedures.
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Th ere are six stamp categories in the Jerry’s Rangers program. (See Appendix 1, page 74, for more 
information and justifi cation regarding this new change to the categories fr om the previous version of the 
Jerry’s Rangers program.) Each category has several activities to choose from (these are described in 
the Activities section of this guidebook). Any activity within a category may be completed to earn 
that category’s associated stamp. Th e six stamp categories are:

When a participant completes their 
fi rst activity, the facilitator presents 
them with a Jerry’s Rangers certifi cate. 
Each certifi cate has room for six 
stamps (one for each category). Th e 
facilitator then awards a stamp for 
the activity just completed. Th e 
participant may then keep their 
certifi cate and take it to any BC 
park that off ers the Jerry’s Rangers 
program to earn more stamps. Once 
they complete at least one activity in 
each category (and have six stamps) 

then their certifi cate is signed by a 
facilitator and presented back to them. 
Th ey are an honorary Jerry’s Ranger! 

Th e Jerry’s Rangers certifi cates can 
also be found in the four BC Parks 
Education booklets. To reduce the 
demand for printing and encourage 
the use of a single booklet across 
multiple park visits, consider asking 
participants if they would like to use 
the Jerry’s Rangers certifi cate in their 
BC Parks Education Booklet.

See Appendix 2, page 75, for the 
printable Jerry’s Rangers certifi cate.

Naturalist Stamp
Science of the natural world

Storyteller Stamp
History of the land 

& the people who live here

Way� nder Stamp
Personal responsibility to be 

prepared & oriented outdoors

Observer Stamp
Physical education 

& sensory awareness

Artist Stamp
Art explorations on the land

Steward Stamp
Social responsibility to 

care for the environment
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▸ How structured should the program’s schedule be in this 
park? (e.g. Off ered daily, weekly, on request, …)

▸ How many stamp categories will be covered?

▸ What is this park’s program delivery capacity? How 
many facilitators are there for this park? Who in the 
park will be facilitating the program?

▸ Where in the park should these activities be delivered?

▸ Which activities are the right ones to off er fi rst?

▸ What age of participants am I serving?

▸ What materials do I already have and what might I need 
to obtain?

▸ What else do I need to consider?

Jerry’s Rangers activities meet many 
of BC’s content learning objectives 
for elementary Science, Social Studies, 
Physical & Health Education, and Art. 
Th ey also help participants develop the 
Personal & Social core competencies. 
Th is means that while the program was 
primarily developed for park visitors, it 
is also applicable to school groups. 

▸ Each Jerry’s Rangers stamp 
recognizes learning aligned with 
a diff erent curriculum subject or 
core competency.

▸ Facilitators can fi nd a list of 
activities organized by grade level 
and learning objective in the 
Curriculum Connections section of 
this guidebook. Th is is especially 
useful for meeting the needs of 
school groups.

▸ Th is guidebook also contains a 
Field Trip Program that outlines 
themed half day and full day 
programs for specifi c school 
grades. Each fi eld trip description 
contains facilitator notes. It is good 
practice for classroom teachers and 
facilitators to discuss ahead of time 
which fi eld trip theme the school 
group will participate in.

FACILITATION TRAINING STEP 2 of 3

Before diving into the activities, think about the questions 
below to determine how to best deliver the program in 
a way that it suits your region, capacity, and geography. 
Learn about curriculum alignment and meeting the needs 
of school groups.

Considerations for Delivery

BC Curriculum Alignment
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▸ Examine the list of activities in the back of this guidebook. 
Choose some activities that you would like to off er and that 
match your park’s geography, capacity, and program schedule. 
If this is your fi rst time running Jerry’s Rangers, it is best to 
start with a small number of activities; you can always add 
more later on.

▸ Gather materials for activities, including printed certifi cates 
and the stamp.

▸ Promote the Jerry’s Rangers program within the park, 
consider putting up posters in park kiosks or doing 
campsite walk arounds. 

FACILITATION TRAINING STEP 3 of 3
Prepare for Program Delivery. Then plan and 
facilitate your activities using the tips in the 
Engaging Participants section.

Th e Jerry’s Rangers program may vary 
based on the background, skills, and 
interests of the program facilitators. 
Leaders are encouraged to consider the 
ages, learning styles, attention span, 
and needs of young audiences. Th e 
following list provides some suggestions 
of how to achieve this: 

▸ Check all activity areas for hazards 
(weather conditions, garbage/debris, 
animal/human activity, etc.) in 
advance of the program.

▸ Gather in a circle so all participants 
are attentive and ready to 
participate. 

▸ Use a mix of visual, auditory, and 
kinesthetic (hands-on) techniques 
during activities.

▸ Ask participants or groups what else 
they notice or observe in addition 
to the intention or purpose of 
the activity.

▸ Incorporate physical activity and 
movement as much as possible.

▸ Keep the activities short 
and engaging by giving clear 
instructions. Encourage group 
participation through questions 
and activities.

▸ Where possible remember to 
reinforce the program outcomes as 
you guide them through the activity.

∙ Conservation

∙ Indigenous Culture

∙ Responsible Recreation

∙ Outdoor Safety

▸ Be aware of any unsafe behaviour 
and reinforce the Outdoor Safety 
theme.

▸ As the participants are likely of 
school age, ask them how the 
activity might relate to a subject 

they study in school or to their 
everyday lives.

▸ Consider that many families attend 
parks and protected areas together 
and may want to participate in 
the activities all together. Work to 
engage parents/guardians in the 
following ways:

∙ Request a parent/guardian 
assistant to help hand out 
supplies, set up activity materials, 
place boundary markers, 
encourage good behaviour among 
participants, etc. 

∙ If applicable, have a parent/
guardian model the activity while 
it is being explained.

∙ Invite parents/guardians to 
participate in the activities 
alongside their children. Th is may 
encourage hesitant participants 
to feel comfortable and engage.

Preparation for Program Delivery

Engaging Participants
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Th e activities in this guidebook are designed to be facilitated in 
any nature park across British Columbia. Th e activities require 
minimal or easily found/improvised materials and can be 
modifi ed based on weather conditions or group level as needed. 

All activities are aligned with the BC elementary school 
curriculum. Th e Curriculum Connections section of this 
guidebook can help facilitators and teachers determine 
and select grade-specifi c activities. Th e Field Trip Programs
section provides some suggested programs for half day or 
full day class trips.

Facilitators can use the activity summary information 
(time required, materials and suggested age group, group 
minimum) to prepare for the activity. Use the refl ective 
questions, extensions, and adaptations to deepen or modify 
the experience as needed. Additional optional materials are 
listed in many of the activities to support activity extensions 
should there be available budget to acquire these materials. 

Participants can earn a stamp by demonstrating their 
understanding in one or more of the following ways:

▸ participating in a facilitated activity;

▸ answering refl ection questions;

▸ submitting completed worksheets; or

▸ other means as decided by the facilitator.

Th e Facilitator Resources accompanying this guidebook can 
help facilitators develop place-based knowledge of specifi c 
plants, animals, geographical features, and human history.

Jerry’s Rangers Program 2020 » Program Overview » About the Activities
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Activities



Naturalist Stamp
Science of the Natural World

Objective
To foster an awareness and understanding of natural 
history within BC parks and protected areas

Key Concepts

▸ Biodiversity and ecosystems

▸ Wildlife interactions

▸ Animal signs and adaptations

▸ Plant communities 

▸ Patterns in nature

Activities

Wildlife Detectives

Uncover animal signs and movement 
patterns of various animal species

Web of Life 

Understand that plant species in 
the forest are deeply connected and 
interdependent

Guard the Redd

Embody and learn about the e� ort it 
takes for animals to protect their young, 
and the impact of pressures on salmon 
spawning sites

Camoufl age 

Learn the importance of camou� age and 
adaptations for animal survival through 
a take on hide and seek

Connections to the 
Natural World 

Understand the ways humans bene� t 
from nature around them, and the 
various ways we are a part of a larger 
ecosystem

Night Vision 

Learn about the mechanics of night 
vision and perform an experiment 
to understand how nocturnal 
animals behave

Plant Scavenger Hunt 

Notice the variety of colours, shapes, and 
textures, learn the importance of leaving 
living plants and other forest items as 
they are found

10
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A variety of animals (big and small) make their homes in the landscapes around us. Th ey leave behind many 
signs wherever they roam. Th ese signs can include scat, tracks, claw marks or tree scratches, snagged hairs or 
fur, fr esh diggings, as well as animal homes (bear beds, nests, burrows, dams, etc.). Developing our awareness 
of these animal signs helps us get to know the park in more depth. In this activity, simply become curious 
alongside the participants.

Materials 

▸ none

Optional Additional Materials

▸ track molds (track replicas) of various local 
animal species

▸ animal track fi eld guide

▸ magnifying glasses (1 for each participant)

▸ fl agging tape or toothpicks with fl ags

How-to

▸ Select an appropriate trail or area to explore with the 
group. Tell your group that you are all wildlife detectives, 
about to go on a quest.

▸ Given the weather and location, ask: What kinds of 
animal signs do you think we might fi nd together today? 
Use the list below to prompt them.

▸ Allow time for the group to search for wildlife clues as 
you hike along a trail or in a specifi ed area.

▸ When participants fi nd animal signs, invite the group to 
guess what animal created them. Encourage participants 
to be true detectives, looking at other evidence nearby 
to solve the mystery.

▸ Consider using the iNaturalist app on a device if there 
are particularly mysterious signs the group would like 
to document!

Note: Th e goal of this activity is not to provide participants 
with all the answers. Th e intention is to increase awareness 
of animal presence in the parks through increased 
awareness of their signs. As the facilitator, you can join in 
the detective work, and together make your best guesses! 
Focus on posing related questions about animal sign 
mysteries, rather than providing answers (regardless of if 
you know them or not). Th e aim is to build curiosity — for 
example — Was this animal tiny/medium/large? Do you 
think this animal has fur/feathers/scales? How might you 
know? What else do you notice around the area that might 
help you solve the mystery?

Use the list on the following page as a guide.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 5–10 years TIME REQUIRED: 15–30 minutes GROUP SIZE: 1 min / 15 max

Wildlife Detectives Uncover animal signs and movement 
patterns of various animal species

activity 1

continued on next page
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Reflection Questions

 Q What wildlife (or wildlife clues) did you discover in 
your search?

 Q Did you find some areas that were busier with wildlife 
than others? If so, why do you think that is?

Extensions

 ▸ Find a muddy or wet sand area and, using the track 
molds, press various animal tracks into the earth. Have 
the participants guess which ones are which. Why is 
that their guess? Use a track field guide to help identify 
the tracks. 

 ▸ If there is an easily trackable area (e.g. a muddy trail), 
challenge the group to follow an animal trail for up to 
100 tracks.

 ▸ Use magnifying glasses to take a closer look at tracks 
and signs, noticing any hair left behind or other traces 
harder to see with the naked eye.

 ▸ Consider putting participants into small groups and 
letting them roam within a specified area. They can use 
markers (flagging tape, flagged toothpicks, etc.) to mark 
animal signs they find. After a certain amount of time, 
call the groups together and visit each site all together. 
Based on what was found, have each group explain what 
kind of animal activity was going on in their area. Be 
sure to clean up after yourselves!

Adaptations

 ▸ With each animal sign that is discovered, invite 
participants to find another sign of that same 
animal nearby. 

Potential animal sign Could it be…?

small hole in the ground … the burrow of a rodent (like a squirrel, mole, or ground squirrel) or a snake?

larger hole in the ground … a marmot, badger or fox den?

tree leaves, shrubs, or bark eaten, more 
than two metres above the ground

… a munching deer, goat, or elk, that stood on its hind legs to reach the food?

tree bark eaten up high … a munching porcupine?

pile of bark, wood chips, or shavings on 
the ground, with large holes in a tree 
above

… a pileated or other large woodpecker looking for bugs?

series of a small holes, often in a circle 
around the tree

… a thirsty sapsucker or hungry insect?

bushes and trees cut down with chewed-
through trunks

… a beaver gathering building supplies?

pile of seeds or cones … a hungry chipmunk or squirrel?

claw marks on trees … a bear, lynx, or cougar marking its territory?

small holes and designs in leaves … some munching insects?

scat (poop / animal droppings)
… an animal marking its territory? Or just emptying its bowels? What kind of scat is 
it? What can you learn about the type of animal?

shed (dropped) reptile skin … left behind by a snake who outgrew it?

shed (dropped) antlers … left behind by a deer or moose?

animal tracks … left behind by an animal passing by? Which type of animal? How did it walk?
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A forest is a complex, living thing made up of many interwoven elements. In order to represent the scope 
of these connections, encourage participants to represent a wide variety of plant species in the forest (trees, 
shrubs, ground plants, mosses, fungi, lichens, microscopic organisms etc.). Participants can choose to say the 
name of their forest species if unable to fi nd it or stand alongside it within the forested area.

Materials 

▸ long string or rope (100+ feet for large space or 
large group)

Optional Additional Materials

▸ local plant and tree fi eld guides of your region

How-to

▸ Walk through a forested area, inviting participants to 
acknowledge the vast number of species contained in 
this ecosystem. Have them identify as many diff erent 
plant species as they can. Use group knowledge, fi eld 
guides or interpretive signs where possible. Ask: What is 
the dominant species in the forest? (e.g. Douglas-fi r, black 
spruce, hemlock, western red cedar, etc.)

▸  Have a participant hold one end of the rope and stand 
by that species. Invite another participant to take 
the ball of string/rope and walk to another species 
connected to the fi rst one, maybe a cone, a seedling, etc. 

▸ Have the next participant make the next connection 
and continue to weave through the forest with each 
person standing by their chosen object.

▸ Each time a new connection is made, the participant 
names the interrelationships between the components.

Refl ection Questions

Q Is this a complete picture of an ecosystem? Why or why not?

Q Which species are not represented within our web?

Q What happens if one species tugs a little harder on the 
web? Who feels the impact?

Q How does the web change if one species is eliminated? (one 
species drops out) 

Extensions

▸ Ask: What would your species say if they could speak?

▸ Have participants raise their arms high up and look at 
the interwoven connections from below. Ask the group 
to hold a moment of silence, envisioning the multitude 
of connections that are not represented in our web that 
are surrounding us.

Adaptations

▸ Participants may want to re-weave through established 
species (perhaps there are multiple connections to a 
cedar tree) or choose multiple (if there is a small group).

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 8–12 years TIME REQUIRED: 15+ minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 15 max

The Web of Life
Understand that plant species in 
the forest are deeply connected and 
interdependent
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A female salmon (hen) will lay 2,000–5,000 eggs in 4–5 redds (nests) in the gravel in a stream. Many of the 
eggs will be eaten before hatched. Aft er swimming down to the ocean as a smolt, only 1 in 1,000 will survive 
the long journey back to spawn in their homestream as an adult salmon.

Materials 

▸ 10–30 knotted bandanas or hacky sacks or small rubber/
foam balls

▸ rope (the longer the rope, the bigger the playing area), 
cones, or sticks

Optional Additional Materials

▸ hula hoop

How-to

▸ Th e game is oft en fast paced, so ensure a safe playing 
space with a clear boundary (use ropes, cones, or sticks 
to indicate boundary)

▸ Have the group form a circle with one participant in the 
center (representing the female salmon). Place the balls 
(salmon eggs) in the centre. 

▸ Everyone else around the circle represents a predator 
(trout, dolly varden, bear etc.) hungry for salmon eggs. 
Th ey attempt to steal eggs, one egg at a time. 

▸ Th e salmon hen in the middle must guard the redd from 
them by tagging them. If predators are tagged when 
they enter the redd, they must go back outside and try 
to come in again. 

▸ If predators steal all the eggs before the time is up, no 
eggs live to become adult salmon. 

▸ Co-create rules about physical contact with the 
participants. Encourage stealth to avoid crowding in on 
the salmon hen.

Refl ection Questions

Q How did it feel to be the salmon hen trying to protect the 
redd fr om predators?

Q What might happen if there were no predators?

Q What strategies worked best as a predator trying to 
steal eggs?

Extensions

▸ Place a hula hoop in the centre to easily mark the inner 
circle that needs guarding.

▸ Add more eggs for the taking or add a second salmon in 
the centre to guard.

▸ Have the salmon hen in the centre blindfolded, and one 
predator at a time try to sneak in stealthily.

▸ If there is a large group, have multiple circles going at 
once.

Adaptations

▸ Modify how participants can use their bodies (e.g. only 
steal with left  hands).

▸ For a larger group, set-up multiple circles to steal from.

▸ Change the name and animals represented in the 
activity based on your park location (e.g. otters stealing 
fi sh from heron; squirrels stealing nuts from other 
squirrels; gray jays stealing eggs from songbird nests). 

▸ Allow only one egg to be taken at a time.

▸ Choose time limits for each round.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 6+ years TIME REQUIRED: 10–20 minutes GROUP SIZE: 6 min / 25 max

Guard the Redd
Embody and learn about the e� ort it 
takes for animals to protect their young, 
and the impact of pressures on salmon 
spawning sites
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Camoufl age is a defence or strategy used by living things to disguise their appearance and blend in with 
their surroundings. Many creatures use camoufl age to protect themselves fr om predators — some predators 
also use camoufl age to creep up on their prey. Some examples of camoufl age in the natural world include 
marmots (well-adapted to hiding in plain sight amongst rocks and boulders), toads (blend in perfectly with 
fallen leaves on a forest fl oor), and owls (easily disguised alongside the bark of a tree). Other Canadian 
camoufl age experts include the Arctic fox and Arctic hare, whose fur coats change colour with the season!

Materials 

▸ blindfold

Optional Additional Materials

▸ forest-colour camoufl age layers (extra large jackets, 
ponchos)

▸ white painter suits

How-to

▸ Prior to playing this game, ensure you have identifi ed 
any hazards in the playing area (stumps, sharp branches 
at face level etc).

▸ Gather in a circle to explain the rules. Th is circle will 
become the place to regroup during the game. Th e 
goal of this game is to be the last animal discovered by 
the seeker.

▸ One person (the seeker) stands in the middle of the 
circle. Th ey may only move by pivoting on the spot. 

▸ Th e seeker yells “Camoufl age”, closes their eyes (or puts 
on a blindfold) and begins counting down from 20. All 
the other participants (the animals) run to fi nd a hiding 
spot where they can still see the seeker.

▸ When the seeker reaches “zero”, they may open their 
eyes and start looking for the animals in the forest, 
pivoting on the spot. Animals can be identifi ed through 
saying their name (e.g. “I see Emily”), or by identifying 
where and how they are seen (e.g. “Blue shirt behind the 
big pine tree”).

▸ Continue until all the animals have been found.

Refl ection Questions

Q What techniques helped animals remain hidden during 
the game? 

Q Who was easiest to spot? Why? Who was the hardest to 
spot? Why?

Q What are some examples of camoufl age in the natural 
world?

Extensions

With more advanced groups, the seeker can also draw the 
animals out in a few ways:

▸ Yelling “Food and Water”, keeping their eyes closed and 
counting down from 20. All animals must run back to 
high fi ve the seeker and then run to any hiding spot they 
can fi nd before the seeker reaches zero. Th e seeker can 
also go from 20 seconds to 15, to 10, to 5 if necessary.

▸ Yelling “Animal Noises”, all animals must make their best 
animal noise from their hiding spots.

▸ Yelling “Numbers!” and holding up one to fi ve fi ngers 
on one hand in the air. Th e animals must peek out 
from their hiding spots to see the numbers. If there is 
a tiebreaker at the end of the game, the person who 
knows the correct number will win.

Adaptations

▸ Have participants wear camoufl age clothing (or white 
painter suits, if playing in winter).

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 7+ years TIME REQUIRED: 15–20 minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 40 max

Camoufl age
Learn the importance of camou� age and 
adaptations for animal survival through 
a take on hide and seek
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Materials 

▸ pens/pencils

▸ “Connections to the Natural World” worksheet 
(Appendix 3, page 77)

How-to

▸ Divide the participants into small groups of 2 or 3 
people. Give each group a worksheet.

▸ Have the groups walk around and observe their 
environment. Th ey must fi nd objects in nature and 
record things they have in common with each object, 
and then how it helps them. For example: 

∙ Soil. We both contain minerals. We both need shelter. 
Soil helps grow my food.

∙ Tree. We both have an outer layer to protect us (bark/
skin). A tree gives me oxygen and shade. Trees add 
beauty to the world. 

▸ Invite them to consider less noticeable things such as air, 
soil, and sun.

▸ Have participants share one or more of their 
connections. Help them to discover that this personal 
connection is where a commitment to land stewardship 
begins.

Refl ection Questions

Q What was one thing that surprised you when listening to 
other people’s ideas?

Q Why is it important to consider how we benefi t fr om the 
natural world? 

Q What can we do to protect and support the natural world?

Extensions

Introduce the seven Leave No Trace Principles (listed below) 
and discuss why these principles are important when 
visiting nature, using the prompts provided below if helpful.

1 Plan ahead and prepare.
What do you need to consider before you visit a park? 
What should you pack?

2 Travel and camp on durable surfaces.
What would happen if visitors all took diff erent paths 
through the park?

3 Dispose of waste properly.
Why can’t you leave a candy wrapper on the ground if you 
can’t fi nd a garbage can? Who might fi nd it?

4 Leave what you � nd.
What would happen if everyone took a rock or shell home 
that they found in the park?

5 Minimize camp� re impacts (be careful with � re).
Why is it important to build fi res in designated areas only?

6 Respect wildlife.
What wildlife have you seen? Should you chase a squirrel 
to see where it goes?

7 Be considerate of other visitors.
How far does sound carry? Are there people nearby?

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 8–12 years TIME REQUIRED: 20+ minutes GROUP SIZE: 1 min / 25 max

Connections to the 
Natural World

Understand the ways humans bene� t 
from nature around them, and the 
various ways we are a part of a larger 
ecosystem

activity 5
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Th e pupil of the eye is what gathers light so we may see. 
When light is abundant, the iris contracts to avoid burning 
the eye, but in the dark the pupil grows larger to let in 
as much light as possible. In this activity, in the eye that 
watches the candle, the pupil shrinks. When the candle 
is extinguished, the pupil is too small to let in enough 
light to see in the dark. Th e other eye, though, in complete 
darkness, widens so that it is easier to see. Th is is how night 
vision develops.

Materials 

▸ candle ▸ matches

Optional Additional Materials

▸ headlamps for each 
participant

▸ propane lantern

How-to

▸ Th is activity must be done aft er dark.

▸ Gather in a circle away from non-natural light. Ask 
participants to turn off  their fl ashlights or any other 
light producing devices. 

▸ Place a candle in the centre of the circle, being aware of 
nearby debris that could cause a fi re hazard.

▸ Have each participant cover one eye and leave the 
other one open to watch the candle as you tell a story. 
Th e story could be a constellation myth or about the 
mechanics of night vision. Th e participants must watch 
the fl ame the whole time you talk. For this activity to 
really work, your story or discussion should last at least 
fi ve minutes.

▸ To discuss some of the mechanics of night vision, 
introduce participants to two diff erent photoreceptors 
in the eye: Rods help your eyes detect light and motion 
and are active at low light levels; cones help your eyes 
detect colour and are active at high light levels.

∙ Ask: Which do you think are more active at night? How 
might this aff ect what we see?

▸ Once the story is over, blow out the candle. Have the 
participants look around fi rst with the eye that was 
uncovered and then with the eye that they had covered. 
Th e participants should be able to see well with the eye 
that was covered and should have greatly reduced vision 
in the one that was exposed to the candlelight.

Refl ection Questions

Q Any ideas why this has occurred? 
Answer: See intro paragraph above in shaded box.

Q What are the benefi ts to being able to see in the dark? Th e 
challenges?

Q How do you think the seasons aff ect nocturnal animals 
(active at night)? Diurnal animals (active during the 
day)? Crepuscular animals (active during twilight)?

Q Why is it harder to see colours at night?

Extensions

▸ When participants have developed their night vision, 
have them try to identify the colours of nearby objects 
or clothes people are wearing — coats, sweaters, hats, 
etc. Cones (the photoreceptors that see colour) are less 
active at night, and therefore you can see fewer colours.

Adaptations

▸ Stand with the group in a dark area of the park. Hand 
out one coloured object (popsicle sticks, colour strips 
of paper, etc.) per participant, and ask them to try to 
identify what colour the object in their hand is. Once 
everyone has made their prediction, move back to a 
well lit area and compare to see if participants guessed 
correctly.

▸ Give participants a chance to see that they can detect 
movement fairly easily.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 7–12 years TIME REQUIRED: 15–30 minutes GROUP SIZE: 3 min / 25 max

Night Vision
Learn about the mechanics of night 
vision and perform an experiment to 
understand how nocturnal animals 
behave

activity 6
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Emphasize that objects cannot be picked or removed fr om BC parks and protected areas. By leaving things 
where they are, visitors help preserve native and rare plants, protect sacred objects, fossils and artifacts, and 
prevent the killing of live plants. For the purpose of this activity, participants can be told to responsibly and 
respectfully collect objects that are loose on the forest fl oor.

Materials 

▸ none

Optional Additional Materials

▸ a handheld fi eld microscope, magnifying glasses, 
or loupes

How-to

▸ Prior to gathering any plants, discuss how to gather 
these items ethically (only collect items that are loose 
on the forest fl oor; don’t pick any fl owers or plants; leave 
living plants alone).

▸ Divide the group into small teams of two to four.

▸ Gather the group in and tell them: “You are about to go 
on a scavenger hunt to collect all of the following items. I’ll 
give you the clue, then you must go and fi nd the item, and 
bring it back to me before I give you the next clue. Be sure 
you can always see me.” 

▸ As each team brings back the item, check that it is 
correct before giving out the next clue.

▸ Roam around amongst participants as they search for 
items (always within sight).

Below is a list of objects to fi nd: 

▸ A single animal hair

▸ Something golden 

▸ Something soft  

▸ Something that smells 
nice 

▸ Something an insect ate 
a little of 

▸ Something so thin you 
can see through it 

▸ Something an insect ate 
most of 

▸ Something pointy 

▸ 3 diff erent shades of 
brown 

▸ A seed that fl oats 

▸ A hitchhiker

▸ Something sticky

▸ Something triangular 

▸ Something changing 

▸ Food for a squirrel 

▸ Food for you 

Note

BC Parks recognizes the Aboriginal and treaty rights 
of First Nations in BC to gather and harvest on their 
traditional lands within parks and protected areas.

Refl ection Questions

Q What did you notice that you have never noticed before?

Q Choose fi ve diff erent objects: what do they all have in 
common?

Q Why is it important to not disturb or harvest living plants 
in parks?

Extensions

▸ Have each participant pick an interesting object they 
would like to look more closely at using magnifying 
glasses, loupes, or a microscope. Encourage them to talk 
about it and point out details to their team member(s).

Adaptations

▸ Choose a theme and invite participants to fi nd objects 
all within that theme (e.g. signs of animals, plants from 
last season, evidence of seed dispersal, signs of insects, 
objects with fragrances).

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 5 years TIME REQUIRED: 15–25 minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 40 max

Plant Scavenger Hunt
Notice the variety of colours, shapes, and 
textures, learn the importance of leaving 
living plants, and other forest items as 
they are found

activity 7
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Storyteller Stamp
History of the land & the people who live here

Objective
To deepen knowledge of human and natural history in and 
around the park

BC Curriculum Subject Area 
History

Time immemorial can be defi ned as a time in 
the past that was so long ago that people have 
no knowledge or memory of it.

Key Concepts

▸ Indigenous Peoples’ presence on the land since 
time immemorial 

▸ Natural and geological history of the 
province and parks (glaciation, volcanoes, 
earthquakes, etc.)

▸ Respecting cultural objects and cultural heritage

▸ Protecting cultural and natural features

Activities

Timeline Walk

Visualize the scope of change over time 
and develop a sense of place within 
BC’s history

Walk in the Park

Understand the history and mission 
of BC Parks, de� ne stewardship, and 
actively seek out place-speci� c and local 
Indigenous knowledge 

What’s Changed?

Become curious about how the land has 
changed over time

Left Behind Artifacts

Learn the importance of respecting 
cultural artifacts and leaving them in 
place

A Map of My Home

Understand the importance of respecting 
cultural objects and cultural heritage in 
the park



During the Ice Age, all of British Columbia was under a thick sheet of ice. Coastal lowlands have been rising 
relative to sea level since some coastal areas and interior valleys became ice-fr ee about 12,000–15,000 years 
ago. Th e rest of the province became ice fr ee 7,000–13,000 years ago.

Materials 

▸ “Timeline Walk” table (Appendix 4, page 78)

Optional Additional Materials

▸ ruler or measuring tape

▸ bright coloured tent pegs or markers

How-to

▸ Pre-select a section of road or trail in the park that is 
at least 300 metres long and is safe for a group to walk 
along.

▸ Ask the group to imagine that this trail is a timeline that 
starts 80,000 years ago and ends at the present day. Each 
step along the trail represents 100 years in the history of 
the land. Ask: What are some major historic events that 
stand out to you on this land?

▸ Count the steps you take to measure time along the 
timeline. Suggested scale: One step (30 cm) is 100 years; 
one year is the depth of child’s small fi nger (0.3 cm). 

▸ At each stop along the walk, use the timeline 
information to tell the group about that time in history. 
Ask: What did this land look or feel like at that time? 
Who or what would have been here?

▸ Choose events and add new ones that are most relevant 
to your group and place.

Refl ection Questions

Q What surprised you about the activity?

Q Where do you and your family fi t into the history of 
British Columbia?

Q What historical events might be added to this timeline 
during your lifetime?

Extensions

▸ For advanced groups, ask participants to contribute 
events to the timeline, such as events they have studied 
in school or events from their own lifetime.

▸ Brightly coloured tent pegs or markers can be placed in 
the dirt for important events. (Be sure to pick them up 
once you’re done!)

Adaptations

▸ For beginner groups, use fewer stops and/or change 
the scale of the timeline to make the walk shorter. For 
specialized groups/curriculum, modify the timeline 
to meet learning outcomes. For example, a timeline of 
Indigenous history, using a diff erent time scale.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 10+ years TIME REQUIRED: 20–30 minutes GROUP SIZE: 1 min / 15 max

Timeline Walk
Visualize the scope of change over time 
and develop a sense of place within 
BC’s history

activity 8
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26 million people visit BC parks and protected areas annually. If known, share how many visitors travel 
through your park each day in the high season (or annually). Consider the impacts this has on the land, and 
how we can alleviate these impacts.

Materials 

▸ “Walk in the Park” worksheet (Appendix 5, page 79)

▸ pencils/pens for each group

Optional Additional Materials

▸ iPad or device with access to native-land.ca 

▸ Indigenous territories / place names map

▸ park-specifi c artifacts, touch items, historical images, etc.

Warm-up Questions

Q Is anyone familiar with the term stewardship? How might 
you defi ne it? Answer: A recognition of our collective 
responsibility to protect our land, air, water, and 
biodiversity for conservation.

Q In what way can we embody stewardship? How can 
we help? Answer: Many answers may be provided 
here. Off er the concept of 7 generations that some 
Indigenous Peoples use. Th is is a perspective that 
ensures they only take what they need and nothing 
more. Th ey look ahead 7 generations to ensure they 
leave plentiful land and resources for their descendants.

How-to

▸ Introduce yourself to the group, explaining that as a 
park operator/park staff  person, your job is to protect 
this special place.

▸ Begin by saying: Long before this park was created, the 
original stewards of this land were the Indigenous Peoples. 
First Nations continue to this day to steward, use, and 
protect this land. Protecting this land is important for 
preserving traditional ways of life, values and knowledge. 
(Optional: Discuss your park’s relationship with First 
Nations, if applicable and you have this knowledge.) 

▸ Share that: BC Parks’ mission is to protect important areas 
and their natural and cultural values, while providing 
outstanding outdoor recreation opportunities and 
contributing to the well-being of British Columbians.

∙ How does this park fi t into that mission? What 
makes this place special? (natural habitats, ecosystems, 
protected species, cultural history, Indigenous values, 
Indigenous traditional use sites, geological features, etc.)

▸ BC Parks exists both to protect and manage natural 
features and provide opportunities for visitors to experience 
these special places. 

∙ How many people do you think visit this park each year? 

∙ What infr astructure does the park have to accommodate 
all these visitors (roads, trails, campsites, out houses, 
etc.)?

▸ Tell the group: Now that you know a bit about how parks 
work, it’s your turn to fi nd out what else you can learn 
about the park we’re in. If participants will be exploring 
on their own/in small groups, select an area for 
exploration and explain the boundaries, and the signal 
to come back together at the end of the activity.

▸ While travelling through the park, participants can 
seek out the information on the“Walk in the Park” 
worksheet by asking park staff , reading signs, or asking 
others. Come together in a circle at the end to share any 
interesting information that was gathered.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 10+ years TIME REQUIRED: 30–40 minutes GROUP SIZE: 2 min / 20 max

Walk in the Park 
Understand the history and mission 
of BC Parks, de� ne stewardship, and 
actively seek out place-speci� c and local 
Indigenous knowledge 

activity 9
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Reflection Questions

 Q What did you learn about the park that you didn’t know 
before?

 Q If you could create an interpretive park sign, what would 
it be about?

Extensions

 ▸ Use resources within your park such as interpretive 
panels to communicate the history of your park in more 
detail.

 ▸ What does it take to run this park? If possible/
appropriate, give the participants a behind-the-scenes 
look at some of the daily operational tasks.

 ▸ Allow participants to draft park signage highlighting 
important park history.

Adaptations

 ▸ For beginner groups, participants may explore artifacts 
and historical images rather than walking through the 
park to find interpretive signage. 

Jerry’s Rangers Program 2020 » Activities » Storyteller Stamp » Walk in the Park 
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Materials 

▸ access to native-land.ca to learn about traditional 
Indigenous territory (if not already known)

Optional Additional Materials

▸ notebooks for note-taking and observation

How-to

▸ Tell the participants which First Nation traditional 
territory the park is in. If not known, visit native-land.ca. 
Share with the group: Indigenous Peoples have used this 
land since before recorded history, and continue to this day 
to live on and steward this land.

▸ Ask: In what ways has the land changed during the early 
history of the local Indigenous Peoples? In what ways has it 
appeared to stay the same?

▸ Remind them that some changes are big, and some 
are very small. While some happen quickly, others are 
very slow.

▸ Invite participants to settle in by sitting or laying down 
in a circle on the ground with their eyes closed. Say: 
Let’s look together to identify things that have changed 
over the years.

Ask participants: What has changed since …

▸ Yesterday? (e.g. the weather, a leaf that fell)

▸ One year ago? (e.g. a decomposing leaf, a fl ower, the people 
here)

▸ Ten years ago? (e.g. a rotting log was a tree, a sapling was a 
seed, buildings and roads)

▸ 100 years ago? (e.g. infr astructure, tree size, forest 
composition)

▸ 1,000 years ago? (e.g. the people (pre-colonization))

▸ 10,000 years ago? (e.g. the ecosystem (end of the Ice Age))

▸ 1 million years ago? (e.g. the climate (ice age), the animals 
(woolly mammoth))

▸ 50 million years ago? (e.g. the landscape (pre-glaciation))

▸ 1 billion years ago? Did this place exist one billion years 
ago? What signs of life would have been here?

Refl ection Questions

Q Which changes have been the most signifi cant?

Q Can you tell a story about the journey of a single tree? How 
long would it live? What kind of things would it witness 
in its life?

Q Can you see evidence of glaciation around the park?

Q What might be diff erent tomorrow? Ten years fr om now? 
1,000 years fr om now? 1 million?

Extensions

▸ For advanced groups, participants fi nd their own private 
spot (within listening distance) to do the activity. Invite 
them to be natural historians by sketching out one 
specifi c natural object or artifact (a single leaf, a fallen 
cone, etc.) and guess how long it may last before it 
decomposes. 

Adaptations

▸ Provide each participant with a writing utensil and 
paper, and have them record their thoughts as you speak. 

▸ For a diff erent focus, introduce the activity focusing on 
the science of decomposition and its important role in 
this ecosystem.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 9+ years TIME REQUIRED: 10–15 minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 20 max

What’s Changed? Become curious about how the land has 
changed over time

activity 10
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An artifact refers to an object made or changed by humans (e.g. a tool, ornament, or piece of art). 
Archaeologists use artifacts as clues to understand how people lived in the area in the past. 

Materials 

▸ old camping items (e.g. tent pegs, piece of rope, frying 
pan, blackened rocks from a fi re, burnt wood, ashes) — 
one item for each child

How-to

▸ Before the group arrives, scatter the camping items 
(“artifacts”) away from view.

▸ Tell the group to: Imagine you are part of a futuristic 
science mission returning to earth to uncover the secrets of 
our planet’s ancient inhabitants. Participants will try to 
construct a picture of a past civilization based upon the 
objects they fi nd.

▸ Divide the participants into two groups of “scientists”. 
Tell them that they are going to take turns returning to 

“Earth” (the area where the artifacts are) in a spaceship . 

▸ Send the fi rst spaceship to “Earth”, while the other 
group hides out of view. Have the fi rst team view the 
objects without picking up the artifacts. Tell them to 
think about what the people that lived here were doing. 
Aft er viewing the site, have each person in the fi rst team 
pick up one of the objects and hide it so it is not visible. 
Th is leaves only half the objects to tell the story when 
the second team arrives. 

▸ Once the fi rst spaceship returns send the second 
spaceship to look at the artifacts. Repeat the exercise of 
looking at artifacts without touching them, thinking 
about what people were doing there.

▸ Have both teams sit together. Ask the second 
team: What were your impressions of the site and past 
civilization? What did you learn about this past culture 
based upon the artifacts they found? 

▸ Th en, ask the fi rst team to show the artifacts they 
removed from the site. Ask them to describe their fi rst 
impressions of the site and the civilization. 

▸ Share any relevant information that is known about 
local cultural artifacts from the park you are in. Clarify 
the diff erence between objects of historical value 
and debris.

Refl ection Questions

Q How did the value of the site change with all the artifacts 
removed? 

Q What impressions of the civilization would they have 
based on what was there?

Q What is missing fr om the site? What might the future 
scientists not be able to learn about our civilization by 
looking at the objects in the site? 

Extensions

▸ Ask: How does leaving what you fi nd apply to plants and 
animals?

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 8+years TIME REQUIRED: 30 minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 20 max

Left-Behind Artifacts
Learn the importance of respecting 
cultural artifacts and leaving them 
in place

activity 11
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Familiarize yourself with the traditional Indigenous territory and language of the region you are in. Show 
examples of cultural objects (printed photographs) and/or cultural heritage of the park or nearby areas if that 
knowledge is available. Invite in a local Elder or knowledge holder to support this learning if available. 

Materials 

▸ paper

▸ pencils, coloured pencils, markers, etc

▸ map of the park

Optional Additional Materials

▸ access to native-land.ca to learn about traditional 
Indigenous territory (if not already known)

▸ Indigenous territories / place names map(s)

▸ photographs of culturally signifi cant artifacts local to 
the areas

How-to

▸ Ask participants to draw a map of their home. Ask 
participants to focus specifi cally on the special places 
they may have in these spaces (hiding spots, sit spots 
etc.). Components of a great map include: Diff erent 
colours to denote diff erent spaces, names, titles, and a 
legend (describe what symbols or shapes may mean on 
the map).

▸ Gathering back together, ask: What are some of the 
special places in your home? Have 3–5 participants 
present and describe. 

▸ Show participants a map of the park and identify 
features of this map as applicable.

▸ Introduce the idea that long before this park was created, 
the original stewards of this land were the Indigenous 
Peoples with traditional territory in this area. 
Indigenous Peoples continue to this day to steward, use, 
and protect this land. Discuss your park’s relationship 
with the local First Nation(s), if applicable.

▸ Ask: What places on this map can you see that may 
be special or useful to Indigenous Peoples? Why might 
that be?

▸ Ask the group to refl ect on how Indigenous Peoples had 
diff erent names for the special places in this park and 
may also have many sacred sites in these parks.

Refl ection Questions

Q How would you want people to treat special places in your 
home? 

Q How should we treat the special places and sacred sites that 
we fi nd?

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 8–12 years TIME REQUIRED: 20+ minutes GROUP SIZE: 5 min / 20 max

A Map of My Home
Understand the importance of 
respecting cultural objects and cultural 
heritage in the park

activity 12
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Way� nder Stamp
Personal responsibility to be prepared outdoors

Objective
To develop personal preparation practices and safety 
strategies when recreating in the outdoors

BC Curriculum Subject Area 
Personal Responsibility

Key Concepts

▸ Preparing for recreation and emergency situations

▸ Spatial awareness and cardinal directions

▸ Weather patterns and prediction

▸ Bear safety and respect for wildlife

▸ Leave No Trace Principles

Activities

UnNature Trail

Develop observational skills and learn 
which items are essential to bring in the 
backcountry

Packing for a Hike

Learn the essential items necessary for a 
safe hike

A Map Quest

Develop spatial awareness and 
navigation skills in the park and learn 
di� erent ways of recording and sharing 
this knowledge

Weather Watchers

Learn to read weather patterns for 
outdoor orientation and safe trip 
planning

The North Wind Blows

Practice identifying cardinal directions 
through active movement

What’s in my Backpack

Practice planning ahead and preparing 
for di� erent weather or situations in the 
backcountry

Tread Lightly

An active game to understand how 
human sounds impact animals in 
the park

Whistle While You Walk

Practice bear safety to help avoid bear 
encounters in the park

Bear Prepare

Practice how to respond if you see a bear 
in the park

Make a Fire

Understand � re regulations and how to 
make safe and sustainable � res in BC 
parks

26
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Th is activity is best done aft er Owl Eyes / Deer Ears 
(page 39). It can be run directly following to allow 
participants to practice their peripheral vision and 
observational skills. 

Materials 

Try to ensure a variety of textures, colours, and sizes:

▸ fi re starting kit 
(waterproof matches / 
lighter / fl int and steel) 

▸ pocket knife 

▸ extra food and water 

▸ emergency shelter 
(tarp or large orange 
garbage bag)

▸ headlamp or fl ashlight, 
with spare batteries

▸ spare clothing 

▸ signalling device 
(whistle or mirror) 

▸ navigational/ 
communication aids 
(maps, compass, cellular 
phone) 

▸ fi rst aid kit 

▸ sun protection (glasses, 
sunscreen, and hat)

Optional Additional Materials

▸ notebooks ▸ pencils/pens

How-to

▸ Before participants arrive, hide the essential items on 
the trail (various heights and levels of diffi  culty to fi nd)

▸ Begin by telling participants this is a quiet activity. It 
will help them learn to be more observant. Tell them: 
Your mission is to fi nd and count the items on the trail that 
don’t belong. 

▸ Participants walk one at a time, staying on the trail, and 
look straight ahead — use their Owl Eyes (peripheral/
wide-angle vision) to try to locate objects that don’t 
belong (that aren’t part of the wild nature landscape). 

▸ Stress that they must not look directly at the object, 
but rather look straight ahead and use their Owl Eyes 

to spot the objects and keep their observations to 
themselves.

▸ Have participants share how many objects they found 
once they complete the trail. 

▸ Th en, have them repeat the walk one by one back the 
other direction, inviting them to look around normally 
(turning the head, using narrow focus vision). 

▸ Once they have completed the trail, ask again how many 
objects they were able to spot. 

▸ Travel as a group to collect each item together, stopping 
at each location to ask: Why might this item be 
important or useful when traveling in the backcountry?

Refl ection Questions

Q What was the diff erence between the fi rst and second time 
walking the trail?

Q When you’re traveling outside, when would it be good to 
use wide-angle vision? Narrow-focus vision?

Q How might each item help you in an emergency situation 
in the backcountry?

Extensions

▸ Invite participants to note-take aft er they walk the trail 
each way to record which objects they spotted.

▸ Use diff erent items depending on themes you want 
to introduce. For example, if you wanted to talk 
about birds and bird habitat, use bird-related items 
(e.g. binoculars, bird fi eld guides, a taxidermied bird, a 
stuff ed toy bird, a story book about birding, etc.). Aft er 
all the items have been found ask: What do all these 
items have in common?

Adaptations

▸ For more beginner groups, eliminate the aspect of Owl 
Eyes (peripheral vision), and simply have them walk 
slowly and look for objects normally. If items are hidden 
well, this will be enough of a challenge.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 8–12 years TIME REQUIRED: 20–30 minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 15 max

UnNature Trail
Develop observational skills and learn 
which items are essential to bring in the 
backcountry
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Materials 

▸ a backpack with “the Essentials”:

∙ fi re starting kit (waterproof matches/lighter) 

∙ pocket knife 

∙ extra food and water 

∙ emergency shelter (orange tarp or large orange 
garbage bag)

∙ headlamp or fl ashlight, with spare batteries

∙ spare clothing 

∙ signaling device (whistle or mirror) 

∙ navigational/communication aids (maps, compass, 
cellular phone) 

∙ fi rst aid kit 

∙ sun protection (glasses, sunscreen, hat)

▸ … plus ten other non-essential items that would not 
typically be used on a day hike. For the non-essential 
items, use anything you have available. Some may be 
useful but not essential (such as a camera), others may 
be completely ridiculous (such as a hair dryer). 

▸ Alternatively, if you are unable to provide a backpack 
full of physical items, write out items on cards or paper 
and proceed with the activity by sorting the cards 
instead of the items.

How-to

▸ Gather the group and tell them you are preparing to go 
on a hike, but your backpack is too heavy! You need 
their help to sort out what items you should take with 
you and what you should leave behind.

▸ One by one, ask each participant to pull an item out of 
your backpack and have them decide whether it is an 
essential item or not.

▸ Sort essential items into one pile and non-essentials into 
a separate pile. 

▸ Th e rest of the group may help decide and/or debate 
which pile to put each item in. Some items may spark 
discussion. For example, is a cell phone essential? It may 
be useful if you need to call for help, but can you rely on 
cell phone service in this park?

▸ For each essential item, discuss how and when to use it.

Refl ection Questions

Q Can you name 3–5 essential items to bring with you when 
going hiking? Which items are the most essential? For 
example, would you rather bring a knife or a headlamp? 
Extra food and water or spare clothing?

Extensions

▸ Discuss what essentials you might add for an overnight 
or multi-day hike.

▸ Memory challenge: Cover or hide all the items away and 
invite the group to try to name them all.

▸ If you are doing a diff erent activity outside (like going 
on a canoe trip) is it possible you will need more 
essentials? (e.g. a life jacket)

Adaptations

▸ Take all the essential items, and hide them around the 
area, out of sight of the participants. Host a scavenger 
hunt to have them discover as many essential items as 
they can in a defi ned time period. 

▸ For beginner groups, use simple items that are easier to 
sort and do not require discussion or debate.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 7–12 years TIME REQUIRED: 15–20 minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 20 max

Packing for a Hike Learn the 10 essential items necessary for 
a safe hike

activity 14
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Materials 

▸ large map of the park and/or of BC

▸ piece of paper and something to write with (if unavailable, 
the activity could be done by drawing in dirt, mud, or 
sand)

Optional Additional Materials

▸ a large whiteboard for drawing out a map

▸ compass(es)

How-to

▸ Tell the group to imagine that they are transported to a 
time of their choice throughout history. Th ey are traveling 
(moving from place to place) within this park or protected 
area. Th eir challenge is to fi nd a way to remember the 
places they’ve been, the routes they’ve taken, and how to 
communicate this information to others.

▸ Lead a group brainstorm of various ways one could record 
this (e.g. writing, mapping, storytelling, drawing pictures, 
etc.). Tell them that today they will be learning about 
designing a creative map. 

▸ Show a map and point out some of the features (if there is 
no map available, then collaboratively sketch out a giant 
map in the dirt and talk about what features should be 
included):

∙ cardinal directions (East, 
South, West, North)

∙ legend (where map 
symbols are decoded)

∙ scale (e.g. 1 : 1,000)

∙ perspective 

∙ how water, land, and 
other natural features 
are represented

∙ how important 
landmarks are marked 
(e.g. buildings, towns, 
roads)

▸ Give each participant a piece of paper and writing utensil 
and ask them to make a map of the area. Start by looking 
around to identify major features in the area (trails, 
campsites, a big tree, interesting species, etc.) and plan out 
how to draw these on the paper in relation to each other.

Note

▸ Young participants may only be able to create a map of 
the area they can see, while older participants may be able 
to conceptualize and draw areas of the park that are not 
within view. Challenge older participants to draw a map of 
a trail they hiked, draw a map of the campground trails, or 
draw a map of their campsite.

Refl ection Questions

Q How might you pass on this knowledge if writing didn’t exist? 
Answer: through shared stories passed on; identifying 
landmarks verbally and revisiting them; giving places a 
descriptive name that helps you remember where they are 
in relation to other things

Q Why might a map be an important tool to bring with you 
when traveling in a park?

Q What are three interesting features you included in your 
map?

Q How is your map diff erent or similar to someone else’s?

Q How do maps record memory, culture, or experience?

Extensions

▸ Use a large whiteboard to draw a map and explore map 
elements together.

▸ For advanced groups, have participants hide a cache and 
mark the location on their map. Have them partner with 
another participant, exchange maps, and attempt to fi nd 
the cache that the other person hid. Th en discuss the 
experience of using another person’s map.

Adaptations

▸ For beginner groups, create a map together as a guided 
group activity. Th en play a movement game by pointing to 
a location on the map and having the participants run or 
walk to that location.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 8+ years TIME REQUIRED: 30–40 minutes GROUP SIZE: 2 min / 20 max

A Map Quest
Develop spatial awareness and 
navigation skills in the park and learn 
di� erent ways of recording and sharing 
this knowledge

activity 15
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Th is activity will work best on a cloudy or stormy day, when participants can view interesting and variable 
weather systems. 

Materials 

▸ notepads

▸ pens or pencils

Optional Additional Materials

▸ whiteboard and whiteboard pens

▸ barometer

▸ weather log book

▸ historical weather averages 
(temperatures and precipitation)

How-to

▸ Tell participants: Imagine you are out for a day hike. 
You have just reached the top of the mountain. You look 
outward in the distance and see signs that a big storm is 
coming. You know you need to quickly fi nd some shelter. 
What might you see? How do you pay attention to the 
weather if you think a storm might be coming?

▸ Write up answers on a board (if available) or repeat 
answers back to participants, encouraging participants 
to write them down too. 

▸ Below are some things to emphasize if not already 
covered: 

∙ Watch clouds closely — A severe storm with potential 
deadly weather will oft en look very dark and even 
have a sickly green tint. Clouds are low-lying, large, 
and cumulonimbus, and develop vertically very 
quickly. 

∙ Notice the temperature — Big storms form when warm, 
low moist air collides with dry, cold air above. If you 
feel rapid temperature changes from warm to brisk, a 
storm may be approaching quickly. 

∙ Beware of sudden wind and precipitation changes 
— A rapid change from very windy to abrupt calm 
during or right aft er a thunderstorm could mean that 
dangerous weather may be on its way. Notice hail or 
heavy rain following a dead calm or intense wind shift .

Refl ection Questions

Q What are some important weather signs to pay attention 
to while traveling outdoors?

Q How can you prepare yourself and your group for all 
weather conditions?

Extensions

▸ Using a weather barometer, have the participants 
explore why pressure drops with an approaching storm. 
If you have multiple days with a group, invite them back 
the following day to see if the barometric pressure has 
changed since the previous day. 

▸ Keep a weather log every day at the park and share it 
with groups during this activity. Invite them to notice 
patterns and trends in weather in your region over time. 
Ask: How does this compare to historical trends?

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 9+ years TIME REQUIRED: 15–20 minutes GROUP SIZE: 2 min / 15 max

Weather Watchers
Learn to read weather patterns for 
outdoor orientation and safe trip 
planning

activity 16
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Th is activity is best facilitated in an open area with room to run and few tripping hazards. Th ere is a lot to 
know about compass work and understanding how to use a compass to navigate in diff erent environments. 
Elaborate on the use of compasses with personal knowledge, as applicable.

Materials 

▸ two long strings or ropes 
(100+ feet for large space or large group) 

▸ compass

▸ small foam mats or place markers that 
participants can stand on

Optional Additional Materials

▸ extra compasses for the participants

Warm-up Questions

Explain that there are four points on a compass 
(north, east, south, west). 

Q Why might it be helpful to know directions when 
travelling in backcountry environments? Answer: Helps 
in not getting lost and knowing where you are. Th ere 
are many mnemonics that can be used to remember the 
names of the four cardinal directions in clockwise order 
(Never Eat Shredded Wheat; Never Eat Slimy Worms). 
Pick one with your group that will help them remember.

Q Which direction do you think might be north? Invite 
participants to point in the direction they think is 
north. Lay the compass fl at in your hand (be conscious 
of electronics that may aff ect the magnetic pull). Identify 
magnetic north in your environment. 

Q What makes the compass needle point north? Answer: 
Th e earth has a magnetic fi eld and the compass needle is 
a magnet. Th e ends of the compass needle are attracted 
to the poles of Earth’s magnetic fi eld, which are near the 
North and South Poles.

How-to

▸ Walk to a clearing and lay out the ropes perpendicularly 
across each other to make a “+” symbol. One end of 
rope should be oriented to magnetic north on your 
compass

▸ Divide participants evenly into four groups. Have one 
group standing at each cardinal direction and place their 
foam mat or “place marker” at their feet.

▸ As the facilitator, stand in the middle of the compass 
where the ropes cross, and call out “Th e wind blows 
from the _____!” (north/east/south/west). 

▸ Participants at the direction called must run clockwise 
around the circle completely, returning to their place 
marker as fast as possible. 

▸ You can remove the foam mat/place marker from the 
person who was last to return to their direction. Have 
that individual become the “Weather Forecaster” in the 
middle.

▸ Once participants have a good knowledge of the 
cardinal direction they are standing at, mix groups 
around to start at diff erent cardinal directions. Th is 
will help participants internalize the idea that cardinal 
directions remain the same.

Refl ection Questions

Q If you know which way north is, how can you fi gure out 
which way west is?

Q What are some landmarks in your area that help 
identify cardinal directions? (e.g. a lake to the north, tall 
mountains to the west, etc.)

Q How can you use the sun to identify cardinal directions?

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 6–12 years TIME REQUIRED: 15+ minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 24 max

The North Wind Blows 
Practice identifying cardinal directions 
through active movement

activity 17

continued on next page
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Extensions

 ▸ If many compasses are available and with advanced 
groups, have participants also practice finding magnetic 
north with their own compasses. As they run from 
location to location, they must reorient their compass as 
they move.

 ▸ For advanced groups, you may also want to introduce 
the idea of declination. 

 ∙ Knowing the difference (measured in angular 
degrees) between true north and the horizontal trace 
of the magnetic field for your location allows you to 
correct your compass for the magnetic field in your 
area. This angular difference is called your declination. 
Declination in your area will vary slightly from park 
to park.

 ▸ Finding north with trees: In some forests, tree trunks 
have a wet (or mossy) side and a dry side. This is caused 
by the sun shining from the south; the wet side of the 
trunks indicates north. 

Adaptations

 ▸ Facilitators may call multiple directions at one time to 
have more groups running. 

 ▸ For more advanced groups, consider involving 
intercardinal directions (northeast, southeast, southwest, 
northwest).

Jerry’s Rangers Program 2020 » Activities » Wayfinder Stamp » The North Wind Blows 
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Materials 

▸ chart paper

▸ pens or pencils (enough for all participants)

Optional Additional Materials

▸ whiteboards (portable, in-the-fi eld options)

▸ whiteboard markers

How-to

▸ Divide participants up into four groups.

▸ Give each group one of the following weather or 
travelling scenarios:

∙ Rainy Day in the forest on a hike

∙ Sunny Hot Day on the beach

∙ Camping Overnight in a tent in the fall

∙ Snowy Day where you will be outside until sundown

▸ Each group will draw a picture on the chart paper of 
what a camper or hiker would carry with them to be 
fully prepared in their scenario. Encourage participants 
to be creative with their drawings and descriptions. 
Participants can also make real life additions to 
their drawing by contributing items from their own 
backpacks, if applicable.

▸ When all groups have fi nished their drawings, share 
scenarios. 

▸ Use the refl ection questions and keep in mind “Th e 
Essentials” list to brainstorm other ideas. 

Th e Essentials:

1 fi re starting kit (waterproof matches/lighter)

2 pocket knife 

3 extra food and water 

4 emergency shelter 
(orange tarp or large orange garbage bag)

5 headlamp or fl ashlight, with spare batteries

6 spare clothing 

7 signaling device (whistle or mirror) 

8 navigational/communication aids 
(maps, compass, cellular phone) 

9 fi rst aid kit 

10 sun protection (glasses, sunscreen, and hat)

Refl ection Questions

Q What items are always good to carry with you when in the 
backcountry?

Q What else can you do to be prepared when coming into 
the park?

Q How does the weather impact the items you need to bring? 
How can you be prepared for changes in the weather?

Extensions

▸ Instead of drawing on a chart paper, participants can 
dress-up one member of their team as the fully prepared 
camper or hiker to present to the group. Th is approach 
may help prompt discussion about how prepared 
participants were when coming to the park today!

Adaptations

▸ Have participants draw on a whiteboard instead of the 
chart paper. Th e whiteboard, if small and portable, can 
be more easily taken into the fi eld.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 8–12 years TIME REQUIRED: 15+ minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 24 max

What’s in My Backpack?
Practice planning ahead and preparing 
for di� erent weather or situations in the 
backcountry

activity 18
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BC has two bear species: black and grizzly bears. It is 
important to be aware of bears in the park, and to be 
familiar with their patterns and behaviour. For example, 
black bears and grizzly bears are omnivores — they eat a 
variety of plants (roots and berries) as well as fi sh, insects, 
small rodents, and carrion (dead animals). Bears spend 
most of their days foraging for food to sustain growth, feed 
off spring, or prepare for winter. Park visitors should be 
aware of the time of year and season of their visit. If they 
are planning a hike in a good berry spot during berry 
season, or along a river during spawning season, they must 
remember that bears are there too. Th e bears are doing 
what they need to do — bulking up for winter! Visitors 
should plan to travel through these feeding grounds at the 
hottest point of the day, when bears are more likely to be 
sleeping in a cooler spot.

Materials 

▸ none

Optional Additional Materials

▸ bear pelts, teeth, or claws

Warm-up Questions

Q What can we do to keep bears away fr om our campsites? 
Answer: Store food and cooking pots in bear-safe 
containers; clean up garbage

Q What are some ways we can let bears know we are coming 
when we walk on trails? Answer: Singing, talking, 
whistling, or clapping. Travelling in groups of four or 
more.

Q What are some things that attract bears at our campsites?
Answer: food, drinks, toothpaste, cooking pots, 
garbage

How-to

▸ Begin by asking what the participants know already 
about bears. 

▸ Sit together in a circle. Explain that in many BC parks 
and protected areas we are travelling and camping in 
bear country. We can minimize our encounters with 
bears through many diff erent preventative practices.

▸ Explain that if participants see a bear, they should stop, 
stand tall, look big, and be loud!

▸ Invite participants to come up with a unique bear call 
that will be two seconds or less. Th is should be a rhythm 
pattern that involves clapping, tapping feet, whistling, 
or singing. 

∙ Start by making up a rhythm as an example. 
(Some ideas are: clap twice, stomp feet twice; snap 
fi ngers, reach arms up in the air above your head).

∙ Practice your bear call and then have participants 
repeat it.

▸ Working around the circle, repeat each bear call that 
has come before until eventually you have memorized a 
short rhythm as a group.

Refl ection Questions

Q Why is it important to let bears know that we are coming? 

Q What can we do while we’re hiking to minimize bear-
human interactions?

Extensions

▸ Show examples of bear attractants (garbage, smelly 
items, unburned food tins etc.) at the beginning of the 
activity. Discuss why these can be dangerous for bears 
and park visitors alike. 

Adaptations

▸ Instead of going around the circle for each individual to 
come up with a short bear call, divide the participants 
into small groups to present their bear call or rhythm.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 6–12 years TIME REQUIRED: 5–10 minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 15 max

Whistle While You Walk
Practice bear safety to help avoid bear 
encounters in the park

activity 19
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Participants should understand the importance of being 
alert (but not afr aid) of bears in bear country. Bears spend 
much of their time foraging for food to support growth, 
feed off spring, and to prepare for winter. It is important 
to be aware of bear foods such as ripe berries or salmon in 
spawning grounds. A startled bear may be protecting cubs, a 
food source, or just be surprised by human appearance. Help 
participants understand that bears will oft en run away 
and, with good preventative practices, you are unlikely to 
see them.

Indigenous Peoples regard and respect animals as 
nonhuman persons. As powerful beings, bears have 
a reciprocal hunter-prey relationship with people. 
Inappropriate interaction with a bear carries both a safety 
risk as well as a spiritual risk. Two ways of showing respect 
and reciprocity with a bear are taking care to leave each 
other alone and speaking calmly to the bear.

Bear safety is recognized as essential learning by both 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous groups, but should be done 
in a way that is compatible with Indigenous values. In this 
activity, be aware that joking about or imitating a bear is 
not appropriate.

Materials 

▸ none

Warm-up Questions

Q What are some wildlife that we might see in this park? 

Q What are some things we do to lessen the likelihood of a 
bear encounter? Answer: Make noise while walking 
on trails, clean up our campsites, put food in bear-safe 
containers.

How-to

▸ Introduce what to do if you see a bear and let 
participants know you are going to practice these 
responses. Th e three Bear Aware steps are:

∙ STOP! Stand your ground! Don’t run from the bear.

∙ Look Big! Reach your arms up above your head and 
stay with your group.

∙ Be loud! Talk to the bear. Say “Hey Bear” in a low, 
steady voice.

▸ Explain that participants will practice these steps so that 
they will be able to react appropriately if a bear were to 
approach their campsite/group. 

▸ Divide the participants into smaller groups of three or 
four people.

▸ Have participants act out a campsite activity without 
props (e.g. putting up a tent, making a campfi re).

▸ Aft er 30 seconds acting out their activity choice, have the 
group practice the Bear Aware steps. You may choose to 
initiate this by saying “Bear Aware.”

▸ Come together as a group and share ideas of why bears 
are displaying certain behaviour when encountered. 
(Answer: You are near a food source for the bear, they 
are protecting cubs, they are surprised, etc.) Remind 
participants that they are in bear country and remaining 
aware and respectful of the bears will help keep 
them safe.

Refl ection Questions

Q What should we do once the bear moves away? Answer: 
Walk in the opposite direction, away from the bear

Q Are there times of the year that bears might act diff erently 
than other times? Answer: In late summer bears are very 
focused on eating enough for winter; in spring they’re 
hungry!

Adaptations

For advanced groups, discuss having other animals that 
might move through the camp. How should the group 
react to these animals? (Answer: By giving them space.) 
Highlight the diff erence between encountering other 
animals and encountering a bear.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 8–12 years TIME REQUIRED: 15+ minutes GROUP SIZE: 6 min / 24 max

Bear Prepare Practice how to respond if you see a bear 
in the park
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Th e natural appearance of many areas has been degraded by the overuse of fi res and an increasing demand 
for fi rewood. It is important to fi nd ways to limit that impact through manageable fi re making.

Materials 

▸ lighters or matches

▸ established campfi re pits or fi re pan

▸ homemade fi restarter materials 
(See Facilitator Resources — Outdoor Skills for more)

▸ marshmallows, s’more-making materials

Optional Additional Materials

▸ fl int and steel

▸ bowdrills

▸ magnifying glass

Warm-up Questions

Q When is it a good time to make a fi re? Answer: When it 
is necessary to stay warm or cook, there are established 
fi re rings, no fi re restrictions, suffi  cient wood in the area.

Q Where is a good place to make a fi re? Answer: Where 
fi res have already been made! If you must make a fi re 
where there are no established fi re pits, make a mound 
fi re, and avoid surfaces that will catch easily and 
potentially cause the fi re to spread.

Q If you are going to make a fi re, how big should it be?
Answer: As small is it can possibly be, given its purpose.

How-to

▸ Divide participants into groups of 2 or 3. Have each 
group choose a durable surface with ample space 
between themselves and others.

▸ Explain that in most parks, pre-cut fi rewood is available 
to purchase and should be used. Th e leaves, sticks, and 
wood on the ground are important for a healthy, natural 
habitat amd should be left  alone. Always burn fi rewood 
where you buy it; it’s important not to transport 
fi rewood as there is a risk of transporting hitchhiker 
species to where they may not belong.

▸ Show participants how to light the fi re. Th is can involve 
stacking alternating pieces of wood in a “log cabin” style, 
leaning sticks up in an “A-frame” style, or lighting many 
sticks together in a “bundle.” Starting small with tinder 
and kindling, light the fi re low to the ground. “Blow low 
and slow” to help the fi re catch.

▸ With appropriate supervision and coaching, allow 
groups to light their own fi res. Have participants make 
s’mores to celebrate.

Refl ection Questions

Q Can you name three diff erent styles of building a small 
fi re? Answer: Log cabin, A frame, bundle

Q What items do you need to have with you to make a fi re? 
Answer: waterproof matches, fi restarters (e.g. fl int and 
steel)

Q What are some alternatives for preparing food instead of 
making a fi re? Answer: stoves, raw food, …

Q What things are not safe to burn or leave in a campfi re? 
Answer: garbage, plastics, …

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 8–12 years TIME REQUIRED: 20+ minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 15 max

Make a Fire 
Understand � re regulations and how to 
make safe and sustainable � res in BC 
parks

activity 21

continued on next page
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Extensions

For advanced groups, explore other fire-starting techniques 
such as flint and steel, bow drill, or magnifying glass.

Emergency fires: Discuss when you might need to make a 
fire in an emergency. (Answer: Lost/stranded overnight 
and need a fire for signal or warmth.) How would you do 
this? Practice making mock emergency fires by gathering 
natural resources without destroying anything. 

Adaptations

If there are no fire pits available and conditions allow, 
consider making a mound fire.

A mound fire can be made using the following instructions: 
Collect mineral soil, sand, or gravel from an already 
disturbed source. The root hole of a toppled tree is one 
such source. Lay a ground cloth on the fire site and then 
spread the soil into a circular, flat-topped mound at least 
3–5 inches thick. The thickness of the mound is critical to 
insulate the ground below from the heat of the fire. The 
ground cloth or garbage bag is important only in that it 
makes cleaning up the fire much easier. The circumference 
of the mound should be larger than the size of the fire 
to allow for the spreading of coals. The advantage of the 
mound fire is that it can be built on flat exposed rock or on 
an organic surface such as litter, duff, or grass.
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Observer Stamp
Physical education & sensory awareness

Objective
To engage the senses and explore the natural world through 
awareness of movement and exploratory play

BC Curriculum Subject Area 
Physical Education

Key Concepts

▸ Awareness of surroundings

▸ Sensory engagement

▸ Physical activity 

▸ Health and well-being

Activities

Owl Eyes / Deer Ears

Heighten the senses to deepen 
awareness of the natural world

Greet a Tree

Heighten the senses with a blindfolded 
investigation of trees 

What’s my Track?

Learn about animal tracks and gait 
while exploring rhythmic movement

Bat & Moth

An active game to learn about 
echolocation

Wander Walk

Observe the natural world in the park 
through the senses 

Oh Deer!

An active game to understand 
population dynamics between resources 
and animals

Tread Lightly

Understand how human sounds impact 
animals in the park and how to treat 
them with respect
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Th is activity is ideally run in a quiet area in the park and can be used as a foundation or an introduction to 
thoughtful interaction through observation with the natural world.

Materials 

▸ none

How-to

▸ Owl Eyes: Ask participants to pick a spot somewhere 
straight ahead of them, glue their eyes on it, and 
imagine their eyeballs cannot move (like an owl’s). 
Invite them to let their eyes go soft . 

∙ Tell the group to notice their peripheral vision and 
that, without moving their eyes, they can see in all 
directions for 180 degrees, encouraging them to 
notice the slightest movement. 

∙ Th ey may want to stretch their arms out by their sides, 
wiggling fi ngers to test what they can see with their 
peripheral vision.

▸ Deer Ears: Show the participants how to strengthen 
their hearing by cupping their hands behind their ears 
and explain that many animals’ ears are large in order to 
help gather sound. 

∙ Have the group sit silently for thirty seconds or more, 
listening to the sounds of the forest.

Refl ection Questions

Q How far can you spot movement into your peripheral 
sight range?

Q What are three things you noticed or saw?

Q What did you see that was still? Moving?

Q What noises did you hear?

Extensions

▸ Facilitate the activity with ears open and eyes closed, 
and with eyes open and ears closed. Do you notice 
diff erent things? Talk about what senses we have (touch, 
taste, smell, sight, hearing). 

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 5+ years TIME REQUIRED: 5+ minutes GROUP SIZE: 1 min / 15 max

Owl Eyes / Deer Ears
Heighten the senses to deepen 
awareness of the natural world

activity 22
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Th is activity should be held in a forested area with navigable understory as participants take turns being 
led through the forest while blindfolded. It is meant to develop a deeper connection to place, allowing 
participants to use new senses to explore the park.

Materials 

▸ one blindfold per group of two 
(shirts, scarves, or hats can also be used)

How-to

▸ Divide participants into pairs. While explaining the 
how-to, model the activity with a blindfolded volunteer, 
so that all participants understand the pace, rhythm and 
trust expectations between partners. 

▸ Explain that one partner (the guide) will guide the other 
partner (the seeker) to a special tree of the guide’s choice 
while the seeker is blindfolded. 

▸ Invite the guides to take an indirect route to get there 
to disorient the seeker. Once at the tree, the seeker will 
have up to 1 minute to notice as much as they can about 
that tree and its location, using their non-visual senses.

▸ Encourage the seekers to take their time exploring by 
focussing on the following questions:

∙ Is there sun or shade on your tree?

∙ Are there bumps or scars?

∙ What is the bark texture like? Smooth? Rough? 
Scratchy? Sharp?

∙ What is on the forest fl oor at the base of the tree?

∙ Do you notice any unique smells by your tree?

▸ Th e seekers are then brought back to the starting point, 
blindfolds come off , and they attempt to try to fi nd 
their tree. Th e roles are then reversed, guides getting a 
turn to be seekers, and vice versa.

Refl ection Questions

Q What are the features that made your tree unique?

Q How did it feel to trust your partner to guide you through 
the forest?

Extensions

▸ For advanced groups, have partners visit multiple trees 
while blindfolded. Th ey must fi nd all the trees in the 
order they visited them once the blindfold is off .

Adaptations

▸ For beginner groups, pair two guides with each seeker. 
Do three rounds instead of two, so everyone has a 
chance to be the seeker. 

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 5+ years TIME REQUIRED: 15–20 minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 25 max

Greet a Tree Heighten the senses with a blindfolded 
investigation of trees 
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Th is activity is best situated to a clearing, sandy beach, or snowy fi eld.

Materials 

▸ long stick (for drawing in the dirt)

How-to

▸ Describe the four patterns that animals use to move. 
Th is movement is also known as ‘gait’. 

▸ Draw these tracks in the dirt/sand/mud one at a time 
and embody the movement of each gait style. Aft er 
each track, ask: What kinds of animals might make 
these tracks?

▸ Demonstrate each gait style through body movement 
(see table below).

▸ Invite participants to practice the diff erent animal 
movements. Be prepared to off er reminders of what 
each gait presents as and use prompts such as “pace like 
a bear/porcupine, hop like a hare, walk like a fox, bound 
like a weasel”.

Refl ection Questions

Q What types of gait can you notice in tracks around the 
park? What story does this tell you about the animal that 
travelled through?

Q Which gait pattern did you fi nd the most natural for your 
body? Which did you fi nd the most fun?

Q Which gait patterns would you use to travel quickly? Why?

Extensions

▸ With adequate space, conditions, and the appropriate 
group, this can be made into a race. One suggestion is to 
make not just a race to the fi nish but an opportunity for 

“Best track” or “Best animal noise”.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 6+ years TIME REQUIRED: 10–15 minutes GROUP SIZE: 2 min / 15 max

What’s My Track? Learn about animal tracks and gait 
while exploring rhythmic movement

activity 24

Pattern Description Examples

Pacing 
Move on all fours 
with right limbs landing at the same time
and left  limbs landing at the same time

bear, porcupine, 
beaver, raccoon, 
muskrat, skunk

Diagonal 
Walking

Move on all fours 
with opposite front and back limbs 
landing at the same time

coyote, fox, dog, 
cat, deer

Bounding
Move on all fours in a jump, 
with fore legs landing in front of back legs

weasel, otter

Galloping
Move on all fours in a jump, 
with back legs landing in front of fore legs

squirrel, hare, 
rabbit
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Th is can be run as a night or low light activity, or during the day with blindfolds.

Materials 

▸ 1–3 blindfolds (shirts, scarves, or hats can also be used)

▸ a rope or backpacks placed in a circle to create the 
playing area

Warm-up Questions

Q What does nocturnal mean? Answer: active at night

Q Are there animals you already know that are active at 
night? Answer: hamsters, cats, racoons, etc.

Q How might nocturnal animals communicate or fi nd food 
at night, when it is harder to see? Answer: some mark 
territories with scent or use pheromones, some have 
adaptations to see better in the dark, and many call to 
communicate

Q What is echolocation?
Answer: the location of objects by refl ected sound

Q What kind of animals use echolocation?
Answer: bats, dolphins

How-to

▸ Create boundaries in an open space using natural 
identifi ers or rope/backpacks in a circle. 

▸ One participant volunteers to be the blindfolded bat, 
while all other participants are moths. 

▸ Th e blindfolded bat moves around the area trying to 
tag (eat) the moths while the moths are trying to not 
get caught. Everytime the bat says “BAT!” all the moths 
must say “MOTH!” to help the bath locate the moths.

▸ Once a moth is tagged (eaten), they are eliminated and 
must leave the circle.

▸ If the bat is nearing a hazard or the boundary, the 
eliminated moths say “Habitat, habitat!” to help the bat 
stay within the circle. 

Refl ection Questions

Q How did it feel to be the bat?

Q What parts were challenging?

Q In real life, the moth doesn’t yell “MOTH!” — so how do 
bats know where the moth is?

Q Are bats better adapted at echolocation than humans? 
Why?

Extensions

▸ Gradually shrink the boundaries to represent shrinking 
habitat.

▸ Have two bats instead of one. Widen the play area if 
needed. 

▸ Invite eliminated moths to make distracting noises 
(windmills, factory sounds, etc.) to throw off  the bat.

Adaptations

▸ Allow eaten moths to stay in the game aft er being caught. 
Th ey must keep track of how many times they are eaten. 
If doing this, put a time limit on the game so there is an 
endpoint. 

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 6+ years TIME REQUIRED: 15–20 minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 20 max

Bat & Moth
Learn about echolocation through an 
active game that engages with the 
senses

activity 25
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Materials 

▸ “Wander Walk” worksheets (Appendix 6, page 80)

▸ pens or pencils

How-to

Have the participants complete Part 1 of the Wander Walk 
worksheet before leading them on a walk on an established 
trail.

▸ You may incorporate games such as “Follow the Leader” 
or “I Spy with my Owl Eyes”

▸ Practice walking or moving like diff erent animals: Bear 
steps (big steps, wide steps, waddle side to side); Mouse 
steps (little steps, fast pace); Fox walk (soft  steps one in 
front of the other while trying to move as quietly as you 
can), etc. 

At the end of the walk, have participants complete Part 2 of 
the Wander Walk worksheet.

Refl ection Questions

Q What was your favourite sound that you heard while on 
the Wander Walk?

Q How many diff erent sounds did the group hear?

Q What colours did you see on the walk?

Q What was challenging to draw in the “Where did I go?” 
map? 

Q Did group members choose similar landmarks? Unique 
landmarks?

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 7+ years TIME REQUIRED: 15–20 minutes GROUP SIZE: 2 min / 20 max

Wander Walk Observe of the natural world in the park 
by using the senses 

activity 26
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For deer to survive they need food, water, shelter/cover, and space to move about and fi nd their daily needs. 
Without these essential components, deer will not be successful at surviving and reproducing. Changes in 
deer populations are infl uenced by many factors, including disease, predator/prey relationships, habitat 
destruction, availability of food and water, hunting pressures, and weather conditions. Due to these factors, 
deer populations are continuously changing rather than remaining static. 

Materials 

▸ none

Warm-up Questions

Q What 4 things does a deer need to survive?
Answer: food, shelter, water, space

How-to

▸ Begin by splitting the participants into two teams: Deer 
and Resources (food, shelter, water). 

▸ Send each team to opposite sides of the playing area. 
Line the Deer team up backwards, so that they cannot 
see the Resource team. 

▸ Th e deer individually decide which resource they need 
(food, shelter, or water), while the resources individually 
decide which resource they will be. Players indicate their 
decision with their hands:

∙ For food, place one hand over your stomach. 

∙ For water, place one hand over your mouth. 

∙ For shelter make a triangle/roof with both your hands 
at about chest level. 

▸ Once all players are indicating their needs/roles, have 
the deer team turn around. Th e deer must race to fi nd a 
resource that matches the one they are indicating with 
their hands. 

▸ Resources should not move. If a deer is fi rst to a resource, 
they “consume” it and the deer and resource link arms 
and move back to the deer side. Consumed resources 
become deer for the next round. Deer that do not fi nd 
a resource “die” and become part of the environment (a 
new resource) for the next round. 

▸ If deer or resources become depleted, pause the game 
and ask some refl ection questions to the group.

Refl ection Questions

Q What happens when there are no resources for the deer to 
consume?

Q What happens when there is an abundance of resources, 
but no deer to consume them?

Q What kind of negative impacts might deer have on 
sensitive ecological environments?

Q In a balanced ecosystem what other factors would help 
prevent deer overpopulation? Answer: predators such as 
wolves and cougars, harsh winters, occasional disease

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 7+ years TIME REQUIRED: 15–20 minutes GROUP SIZE: 6 min / 30 max

Oh Deer!
Understand population dynamics 
between resources and animals through 
active game play
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Materials 

▸ none

Warm-Up Questions

Q What are some wildlife that we might see in this 
park? (Check local fi eld guides and relevant park 
interpretation materials.)

Q How do we respect animals in the park? Answer: Give 
them space and observe from a distance, be quiet, do 
not feed them.

How-to

▸ Have participants stand in a line facing an open playing 
area. Identify an end point or fi nish line about 100–200 
metres away.

▸ Choose one person to be the “deer” (or another local 
and relevant animal to your park). Have the deer stand 
at the far end of the playing area, off  to one side, just 
before the fi nish line, facing away from the rest of the 
group. 

▸ Th e goal of the game is for the other participants to 
move quietly and soft ly to their fi nish line without 
disturbing the deer, leaving it as much space as possible. 
Th ey must move past the deer to the fi nish line in order 
to exit the deer’s habitat.

▸ At anytime, the deer can turn around, lift ing their hands 
to their head to make antlers. When the participants see 
the deer antlers, they must freeze in place until the deer 
turns back around and hears them.

▸ If the deer sees a participant move or make noise while 
they are travelling, that participant must go back to the 
start line.

Refl ection Questions

Q What might happen to wildlife in the park if we aren’t 
mindful of our impacts?

Q Are there times of the year that wildlife might act 
diff erently? If so, why?

Q When we distract animals fr om what they are doing 
( feeding, traveling, caring for their young, etc.), how do 
you think it impacts them?

Q What are some kinds of wildlife that we do want to make 
some noise around? (e.g. bears)

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 6–10 years TIME REQUIRED: 15+ minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 30 max

Tread Lightly
Understand how human sounds impact 
animals in the park and how to treat 
them with respect

activity 28
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Artist Stamp
Art explorations on the land

Objective
To foster a greater connection to place through art, 
creativity, and re� ection

BC Curriculum Subject Area 
Arts

Key Concepts

▸ Using natural materials to create art

▸ Observation of the natural world

▸ Cloud types

▸ Emotional connection through the arts 

▸ Sharing identity through creative expression

Activities

Sound Map

Increase awareness of the surrounding 
sounds through mapping and drawing

Nature Sculptures

Explore self-expression through creating 
sculptures with natural materials

Up in the Sky

Learn how to observe and identify cloud 
types, and explore them through painting

Land Mandalas

Strengthen observational skills and 
memory, using natural materials to 
recreate patterns
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Humans are highly sight-dependent. Th e goals of this activity are to help participants “hear” their 
surroundings instead of just “seeing” them, in order to gain a broader awareness of the place they are living 
in and travelling through.

Materials 

▸ blank sheets of paper

▸ pens or pencils

Optional Additional Materials

▸ pencil crayons or wax crayons

How-to

▸ Each participant will need a blank piece of paper to 
create their sound map. 

▸ Find a space where the group can spread out. Decide on 
a distinctive call to signal when everyone should return 
from the activity. (Participants can create their sound 
map in a location of their choice within sight of, but not 
directly beside, others.)

▸ Invite participants to draw a small circle or fi gure in the 
middle of their paper. Th is mark represents themselves 
in the centre of their map.

▸ Participants will spend a few minutes listening to the 
sounds around them, and then draw what they hear. 
Encourage participants to be really specifi c about where 
sounds originate in relation to their location, if they 
are loud or soft , if they move location, etc. (Sounds can 
include someone coughing or whistling, footsteps, wind, 
birds, a creek, etc.)

▸ Encourage the use of creative symbols and drawings to 
represent these sounds. Th ere is no right or wrong way 
to create the sound map.

▸ Call the group back together and invite participants to 
share their sound maps.

Refl ection Questions

Q What sound(s) stood out to you?

Q What did you know or notice in your spot?

Extensions

▸ In small groups, participants compare maps to see how 
many common sounds were noted in various locations.

Adaptations

▸ Using recording devices, allow groups to spend a set 
period of time (maybe two minutes) simultaneously 
recording the sounds in their selected areas. Come back 
together with the devices and listen to the recordings 
at the same time to see if there are similar sound events 
captured on the recordings.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 6+ years TIME REQUIRED: 15–20 minutes GROUP SIZE: 2 min / 30 max

Sound Map Increase awareness of the surrounding 
sounds through mapping and drawing
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Materials 

▸ none

Optional Additional Materials

▸ pictures or examples of sculptures made from natural 
materials (see Facilitator Resources — Outdoor Skills & 
Craft ing for ideas)

How-to

▸ Have participants spread out in an area with signifi cant 
understory, either individually or in pairs. Invite them 
to gather natural materials and then create a sculpture. 
Some good objects to use are rocks, leaves, sticks, conifer 
cones or needles, abandoned shells, drift wood, and mud.

▸ Emphasize that participants should not pull leaves or 
branches from live plants and should put everything 
back where they found it at the end of the activity. 

▸ Some prompts for individuals or groups to give 
direction to sculpture creation:

∙ Imagine that you are creating a small home for an 
animal (vole, mouse, etc.). Have participants take 10–
15 minutes constructing a small home and then lead 
a tour each home, real estate style. Have participants 
describe the features they chose to incorporate.

∙ If near fl owing water such as a stream or creek, 
consider having participants shape a small fl ow of 
water with the goal of creating the longest travel time 
for their “salmon” (a found stick). 

∙ Have participants depict a story from their day or 
existing experience in the park. 

Refl ection Questions

Q What did you notice when gathering your materials? Was 
it easy to fi nd objects? Was it easier to spot materials to use 
as you went on?

Q Why is it important not to pull leaves or branches fr om live 
plants? 

Q Why do we return all objects back where we found them at 
the end of the activity?

Extensions

▸ Show examples of diff erent nature sculptures at the 
beginning of the activity to inspire diff erent ideas of 
what to create. 

▸ Take a look around the area. Is there a lot of garbage left  
behind? Challenge participants to create a sculpture out 
of the litter they gather. Discuss why it is so important 
to leave no trace in the parks and protected areas 
(impact on wildlife, aesthetics for future visitors, etc.). 

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 5+ years TIME REQUIRED: 15–30 minutes GROUP SIZE: 2 min / 20 max

Nature Sculptures Explore self-expression through creating 
sculptures with natural materials

activity 30
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Th is activity is best done on a cloudy day. It can be helpful if there are a variety of cloud types in the sky so 
participants may notice cloud diversity in shape, size, and height. 

Materials 

▸ “Up in the Sky” graphic (Appendix 7, page 82)

Optional Additional Materials

▸ acrylic paints

▸ paint brushes

▸ artist mixing palettes

▸ smocks

▸ recycled wood panels or other recycled 
paintable surfaces

How-to

Explain that clouds come in many colours and forms. Th ey 
will vary depending on the amount or angle of light from 
the sun and water vapour in the air. Some types of clouds 
can warn us of critical weather changes. Reading the 
weather is an important outdoor skill that can keep you safe. 

▸ Begin by drawing the three general cloud shapes 
(cumulus, stratus, cirrus) in the dirt, on a large sheet 
of paper, or on a whiteboard if you have access to 
one. Ask: Can anyone identify the diff erences between 
these cloud types? Use the “Up in the Sky” graphic as a 
learning guide. 

▸ Next, explain each cloud shape and description. Nimbo- 
clouds are an exception as they can come in many 
shapes and sizes. “Nimbo” simply indicates that it is a 
rain cloud.

▸ Have participants write or sketch a description of the 
clouds they can see in the sky. Have them note the 
colour, shape, and size. Have them note what the wind 
is like before and aft er the clouds change. As the air 
moves from a high-pressure system to a low-pressure 
system before a storm, it usually gets warmer and 
windier.

Refl ection Questions

Q How are cirrus, cumulus, and stratus clouds diff erent?

Q What was interesting about one of the clouds you sketched?

Q What does it mean if a cloud type includes “nimbo-” in its 
name?

Q Is there anything you noticed today in the sky that you 
have never noticed before?

Q Watch the sky for a few minutes. Can you tell which way 
the clouds are moving? What types of clouds do you think 
might be overhead tomorrow?

Extensions

▸ Using painting materials, have participants paint the sky 
on the wood panels or recyclable materials (cardboard). 
Invite them to notice subtle colours, shapes, and 
textures of the clouds.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 8–12 years TIME REQUIRED: 15–20 minutes GROUP SIZE: 1 min / 15 max

Up in the Sky
Learn how to observe and identify 
cloud types, and explore them through 
painting

activity 31
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Mandala is Sanskrit for “circle”. Nature is full of beautiful 
circles, fr om spiderwebs to tree rings to shells. In creating 
circular pieces of patterned art, participants can connect 
with what it feels like to create something impermanent. Th e 
temporary nature of land mandalas can help connect us to 
the passing nature of life. 

Materials 

▸ clear patch of ground on which to make a pattern using 
natural materials

▸ bandana or other material to cover the pattern before 
revealing it to participants

▸ various found natural objects from around you (sticks, 
cones, leaf litter, etc.)

How-to

▸ In advance of the group coming together, gather a 
selection of natural materials (rocks, sticks, old leaves, 
pebbles, grasses, seed pods, cones, old petals, washed up 
seaweed, shells, etc.) and arrange them into a mandala or 
other pattern. Cover the pattern with a bandana or other 
material.

▸ Gather the group around your pattern and tell them that 
you’re going to reveal a pattern you’ve created. Give them 
only a certain number of seconds (10–30) to look at the 
pattern, then cover it up and allow them to attempt to 
recreate the pattern in small groups.

▸ Remind participants to only use material found on the 
ground, and to return all objects back where they found 
them at the end of the activity.

▸ Give the participants a certain amount of time to gather 
materials and try to recreate the original pattern. Once 
everyone is done OR aft er a certain amount of time (e.g. 
3 minutes) has passed, gather everyone together to re-
reveal the original pattern. 

▸ Next, move from group pattern to group pattern to assess 
how closely each group was able to match the original 

pattern. Instead of fostering a sense of competition, look 
for ways to highlight the aspects of the pattern that each 
group was able to recreate well.

Refl ection Questions

Q Which materials did you most enjoy working with? Why?

Q Which materials were the most noticeable/easiest to 
memorize and remember?

Q Which items were diffi  cult to match, or had look-alikes that 
made it hard to fi nd the exact match?

Extensions

▸ Ask one of the participants to design a mandala to reveal 
to the group.

▸ Alternately, ask each participant to create their own 
unique mandala or pattern.

▸ Consider including a non-natural item in the mandala to 
see if the group notices, or to highlight the presence of 
non-natural material (e.g. garbage) in the parks as an issue 
they can help with.

▸ Practice Leave No Trace Principles by dismantling the 
mandalas and attempting to make the area look as it did 
before the activity.

Adaptations

▸ For a beginner group, use a selection of materials to create 
a more simplifi ed pattern for them to mimic. Give them 
more time to observe the mandala before being asked to 
recreate it.

▸ For a more advanced group, use natural materials that 
may have look-alikes (e.g. similar leaves) within the 
mandala. Give them less time to view the pattern before 
recreating it.

▸ If the group requires it, consider showing the group 
the pattern more than once while they are working on 
recreating it as a refresher.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 5+ years TIME REQUIRED: 15–30 minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 20 max

Land Mandalas
Strengthen observational skills and 
memory, using natural materials to 
recreate patterns
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Steward Stamp
Social responsibility to care for the environment

Objective
To foster an understanding of social responsibility, how to 
care for parks, and how to act as environmental stewards 
for the land around us

BC Curriculum Subject Area 
Social Responsibility

Key Concepts

▸ Endangered spaces and species

▸ Invasive species

▸ Climate change 

▸ Protecting biodiversity 

▸ Caring for parks and protected areas

▸ Human impacts and Leave No Trace Principles

Activities

Build a Mini-Park

Recognize the social and environmental 
role of parks, and the importance of 
protecting them

Salmon Eater Tag

Explore the salmon life cycle and 
resource use along BC’s coast through 
game play

Climate Is Changed

Understand how alpine glaciers have 
changed rapidly over the past century

Bullfrog Bullies

Embody how invasive species can 
disrupt an ecosystem through an active 
running game

Who is in the Park?

Observe the living creatures who call 
the park home, and become thoughtful 
visitors

Sit Spots

Develop a deep connection to place in 
a moment of independent observation 
and re� ection

Invasive Plant Relay

Learn to identify some of BC’s most 
invasive plants

Leaf What You Find

Understand how to travel in parks with 
minimal impact, leaving all objects 
where they are found

Small Steps for Humanity

Take a quiz by moving your body to 
visualize your ecological footprint

People in the Park

Learn to respect all park visitors and 
understand that they often represent 
multiple interests 

Erosion Tag

Emphasize how to reduce impact by 
travelling and camping on durable 
surfaces through a running game



Materials 

▸ string (cut into 1 metre lengths for each group)

▸ toothpicks or small, thin sticks (5 per group)

Optional Additional Materials

▸ magnifying glasses or loupes

▸ a handheld fi eld microscope

How-to

▸ Have participants brainstorm some reasons that parks 
have been established (e.g. to protect biodiversity, 
unique features, representative areas of a region’s natural 
heritage (valleys, grasslands, desert, beaches), special 
recreational areas).

▸ Pair up participants. Invite each group to create a park 
for someone the size of their thumb to visit. Have them 
spread out across the forest fl oor, then, using the string 
provided, create their park boundary.

▸ Using toothpicks or sticks, each group will identify fi ve 
special features or interpretive areas within their park 
(perhaps they will discover mountains, grasslands, bogs, 
enormous rocks, etc.)

Refl ection Questions

Q What did you fi nd most interesting about this activity?

Q Why do we create and protect parks?

Q What might society be like if we didn’t have parks? 

Extensions

▸ Off er magnifying glasses or loupes to the participants to 
better help them decide which areas are most important 
or unique.

▸ More advanced groups may want to use handheld 
microscopes to explore their mini-park and write a 
paragraph about their unique micro areas.

▸ Once built, suggest scenarios that may impact their 
parks, such as a natural disaster (e.g. windstorm, fi re, or 
fl ood), or the spread of an invasive species that kills out 
native species. Once they imagine this happening, ask: 

∙ How would you manage the park in the aft ermath of 
this event? Answer: In an invasive species release, for 
example, you may want to educate the public while 
attempting to trap and cull unwanted animal species, 
or do an invasive plant species pull with volunteers.

∙ How might you prepare your park to be ready for a 
natural disaster? Answer: To prepare for a fi re, 
for example, you may want to fi resmart the area 
(removing deadfall trees and branches, taking down 
branches that are low to the ground).

Adaptations

▸ Th is activity can also be done solo, or in larger groups.

▸ Use a smaller/larger string to decrease/increase the size 
of the park.

▸ Use small animal fi gurines as special creatures that are 
dwelling within the park.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 7–12 years TIME REQUIRED: 30–45 minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 20 max

Build a Mini-Park
Recognize the role parks play in our 
society and the importance of protecting 
them
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Animals that eat mainly fi sh (e.g. eagles) are called piscivores. Others, such as bears and humans, eat a wide 
variety of diff erent foods and are called omnivores.

Materials 

▸ fl agging tape or bandanas (enough for half the group)

▸ cones or something to indicate boundaries

▸ 4–7 foam pads, hula hoops, or cardboard squares

▸ pool noodle (optional)

How-to

▸ Set up the play area: place cones or otherwise mark 
boundaries in an open area; place foam pads, hula 
hoops, or cardboard squares randomly around the area 
to represent deep water zones. 

▸ Divide participants into two groups (Salmon Eaters & 
Salmon). 

▸ Give each salmon a red tail (fl agging tape or bandana). 
Th ey swim (run) around the stream (play area) and 
try to stay alive. Th ey can be tagged while out in the 
stream and are only safe in deep water zones (designated 
by circles of string, foam mats, or hula hoops). In a 
deep water zone, they may count to fi ve, then they 
must continue on. Th ey may not simply stay in these 
safe zones.

▸ Salmon eaters start out as diff erent non-human 
organisms that are trying to eat the salmon (e.g. bears, 
wolves, eagles, bacteria etc). When they catch a salmon’s 
tail, the salmon must sink down to the ground and 
decompose while counting to ten. Th en get up and 
begin to hunt for food as a salmon eater.

▸ A fi sherperson is eventually introduced to the game. For 
a fi sherperson to catch a salmon they have to tag them 
below the knees with a pool noodle (this is because 
the distance from the fi sh is increased). Th at salmon 
must then leave the stream and go to the smokehouse 
(any designated area within an appropriate distance). 
All salmon in the smokehouse area must keep moving 

around until the facilitator calls out “Fry release!”, 
wherein all the salmon are released back into the 
ecosystem to continue playing.

▸ Th e fi sherperson may be encouraged to catch as many 
fi sh as possible, or to think about the ecosystem and 
other salmon eaters when harvesting. 

Refl ection Questions

Q What was it like to be a salmon? How did you feel?

Q Who became both a salmon eater and a salmon 
throughout the game? What does this tell you about 
salmon life cycles?

Q What is the real-life reason for why the salmon can’t stay 
in the safe, deep-water zones?

Q What did you notice as the habitat shrank (if it did)?

Q How did the game change aft er there was a fr y release?

Q What would you change about this game (if anything)?

Extensions

▸ At any point in the game, the facilitator or a designated 
Resource Manager can intervene by:

∙ limiting the amount of salmon that can be caught 
within a certain period by fi sherpeople;

∙ shrinking the playing zone to indicate habitat loss; or 

∙ taking away the deep water safe zones to show 
human impacts.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE:  8+ years TIME REQUIRED: 15–30 minutes GROUP SIZE: 8 min / 30 max

Salmon Eater Tag
Explore the salmon life cycle and 
resource use along BC’s coast through 
game play
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Glacier retreat occurs as a result of sublimation (transition of ice to vapor), snow evaporation (evaporation 
of liquid water in the snow), strong scouring winds, and ice melt. Th e process of a glacier getting smaller is 
called ablation. Over the past 60 to 100 years, almost all glaciers worldwide have been getting smaller and in 
most cases there is strong evidence that current glacier retreat is due to Earth’s warming climate. Th is is most 
evident for alpine glaciers in the Arctic, which is warming more rapidly than other regions, and for alpine 
glaciers at high elevations in tropical latitudes.

Materials 

▸ “Climate Is Changed” worksheet (Appendix 8, page 83)

Warm-up Questions

Q What do we know about how glaciers change over time in 
recent history? Answer: Th ey retreat (or shrink) due to 
increased global temperatures. Th is has an eff ect on the 
surrounding environment and habitat for animals. It 
also increases darker, exposed surfaces which absorb and 
release heat, thus raising temperatures even more.

How-to

▸ Explain what glaciers are, and what conditions are 
necessary for glaciers to grow (snowy winters and cool 
summers) and retreat (warmer temperatures). 

▸ In small groups, have participants try to match the 
glacier images from the past and present. Give them 5 
minutes to complete this task.

▸ Reveal the correct matches, then discuss how the photos 
were similar. 

Refl ection Questions

Q Have all of the glaciers we looked at changed in the same 
way over the past 100 years? Or have some grown while 
others have shrunk?

Q Why might glaciers be retreating (shrinking) today?

Q How might glacial retreat aff ect the Earth? How might 
it aff ect humans? (e.g. less sunlight refl ected; changes to 
spring runoff  in watersheds)

Extensions

▸ If local natural history is known about recent changes to 
an area due to climate change (or other human impacts), 
go for a walk with the participants to visit that site of 
interest.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 8–12 years TIME REQUIRED: 10–15 minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 20 max

Climate Is Changed Understand how alpine glaciers have 
changed rapidly over the past century
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Bullfr ogs are an invasive species that displace BC’s native fr ogs. Th ey invade habitat by depleting food sources 
and outcompeting native fr ogs such as the red-legged fr og and Pacifi c chorus fr og.

Materials 

▸ rope or long branches to indicate borders

Warm-Up Questions

Q What do we know about invasive species already? 

Q What sorts of impacts can they have on native species 
communities? Answer: Th ey outcompete other species 
(boths plants and animals) and can even eliminate them, 
taking out a vital link in a natural ecological web.

How-to

▸ Set clear boundaries for this large running game, to 
indicate the pond’s edge.

▸ Select a group of two to be the bullfrogs. Th eir mission 
is to outcompete and eat all the other native pond 
species (chorus frogs, red-legged frogs, spiders, shrews, 
mice, insects, etc.) and take over the pond habitat.

▸ Have the bullfrogs count down from 45, while all 
the other native frogs fi nd a hiding space. Once the 
bullfrogs reach ‘zero’, yell: “Bullfrogs on the loose!” Th e 
bullfrogs’ mission is to fi nd all the native animals and 
tag them.

▸ Once a native animal gets tagged (eaten), the bullfrogs 
can reproduce! Th e tagged animal turns into a bullfrog, 
and joins the bullfrogs in searching for other native 
creatures to eat. 

▸ Once all the creatures have been tagged (eaten), the 
pond has been taken over by the bullfrogs. 

▸ At any point in the game, yell “Invasive Species 
Management.” Point to any bullfrogs (to represent a 
bullfrog culling) and have them convert back into 
native species.

Refl ection Questions

Q Did it take long for the bullfr ogs to take over the whole 
pond? Why or why not?

Q What can we do to prevent the spread of invasive species? 
Answer: Clean, Drain and Dry (for boating & water 
activities), Burn it where you buy it (for fi rewood), 
Don’t let it loose (for release of non-native animals), 
Play, Clean, Go (clean your boots and other gear before 
transporting and using it in a diff erent area.

Q Why is invasive species management important?

Extensions

▸ Invite participants to research local invasive species in 
their area. 

Adaptations

▸ Adjust the amount of countdown time to more or less 
depending on the group level and boundary size.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 5–12 years TIME REQUIRED: 15–20 minutes GROUP SIZE: 8 min / 20 max

Bullfrog Bullies
Embody how invasive species can 
disrupt an ecosystem through an active 
running game
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Materials 

▸ “Who’s in the Park” worksheet (Appendix 9, page 84)

▸ pens or pencils

How-to

Th is activity can be carried out in a question and answer 
format or by participants fi lling out the “Who is in the Park” 
worksheet. 

Refl ection Questions

Q What in the park surprised you the most that we can see? 
(people, plants, insects, etc.)

Q Who might be in the park right now that we can’t see? 
(mammals, birds, etc.)

Q How do animals use the park? (hunting, foraging, fi nding 
shelter, sleeping, building nests, hiding, raising young, etc)

Q How do humans use the park? (walking, biking, 
swimming, camping, traditional hunting, fi shing, and 
gathering food)

Q What can I do to share space with other people and 
animals in the park?

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 10+ years TIME REQUIRED: 10–15 minutes GROUP SIZE: 1 min / 20 max

Who’s in the Park? 
Observe the living creatures who call 
the park home, and become thoughtful 
users of the park 
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Th is activity works best in a quiet area, away fr om passers-by, as it relies on tuning into our senses. 

Materials 

▸ none

Optional Additional Materials

▸ foam sit-upons

▸ notebooks

▸ pens or pencils

How-to

▸ Start in a circle in a quieter, natural area less likely to be 
interrupted by passers-by.

▸ Have participants leave from the circle like spokes from 
a bicycle axle and fi nd their own place within hearing 
distance, where they can sit comfortably for 5–20 
minutes. (As the facilitator, you will have to judge your 
participants’ capacity for quiet refl ection.)

▸ Once participants have found a spot, ask them to sit and 
close their eyes. Invite them to take at least fi ve deep 
breaths to help them relax into the place and activity. 

▸ Invite participants to close their eyes, and to concentrate, 
one by one, on each of their senses. Ask some questions 
to help guide:

∙ How does the air taste when you breathe in?

∙ What can you feel on your face? 

∙ What do you feel with your hands?

∙ What sounds do you hear?

▸ Invite participants to open their eyes while focusing 
straight ahead and allow another few minutes to 
integrate.

▸ Have them sit quietly until they hear you call them in. 
Let them know that you would like them to return to 
you and reform the circle in silence.

Refl ection Questions

Q What did you notice at fi rst in your sit spot? Did this shift  
over your time spent there?

Q Which sense — sight, smell, touch, hearing, or taste — 
provided the most surprising observation?

Q How does observing the environment help us to become 
better stewards for the places we want to protect?

Q What do you think we would notice if we sat in the same 
spot for 1 hour? 1 day? 1 week? 1 year?

Extensions

▸ Invite participants to sketch something they noticed at 
their sit spot. 

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 5+ years TIME REQUIRED: 10–45 minutes GROUP SIZE: 1 min / 30 max

Sit Spots
Develop a deep connection to place in 
a moment of independent observation 
and re� ection
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Th is game works best in a large, empty space with available 
hiding spots.

Materials 

▸ “Invasive Species Relay” cards (Appendix 10, page 86) 
— 1 set of cards per group

Optional Additional Materials

▸ a printed version of Field Guide to Weeds and Invasive 
Plants of British Columbia

▸ other local fi eld guides 

Warm-up Question

Q Does anyone know what an invasive plant is? Answer: 
Invasive plants are non-native plants that have been 
introduced to an area without the insect predators 
and plant pathogens that help keep them in check in 
their native habitats. For this reason and because of 
their aggressive growth, these alien plants can be highly 
destructive, competitive and diffi  cult to control.

How-to

▸ Tell participants that their mission is to correctly identify 
as many invasive plants as they can in order to protect the 
biodiversity in the park. 

▸ Use cards provided or consult a native plant guide to fi nd 
fi ve examples of local invasive plants in your BC park. 

▸ Place the cards in two diff erent nearby areas. Place all 
picture cards together in one area, and the information 
cards in the other.

▸ Mark a third area (team area) where teams will have to 
start from and return to. Th ey must be in this area to 
match up and discuss their cards.

▸ At the start signal, have one team member run to pick up 
an information card and bring it back to the group. Th is 
person now will read out the name and information to 
the whole group.

▸ Th e next member takes the information card and runs to 
fi nd the picture card they think matches the description. 
Th ey run the picture card back to the group to see if 
everyone agrees.

▸ If the group thinks the two cards match, then continue 
steps 1 and 2 until the group has matched all possible 
plants.

▸ If the group thinks the cards do not match, they can have 
a team member run back and switch one of the cards.

▸ Remind players that they cannot collect more than one 
plant card during any running/collecting time.

▸ Once a team thinks they have all plants matched in their 
set, they all sit down. Once all teams are done or there are 
no more cards, the game is over.

Refl ection Questions

Q Have you seen any of these plants before? 

Q What do these plants all have in common?

Q Why is it important to be aware of which plants around us 
are invasive?

Extensions

▸ Using the printed fi eld guide (and other plant fi eld 
guides), go on a scavenger hunt for invasive plants in the 
area. You can photograph plants that you fi nd and report 
them through the iNaturalist app.

▸ Have participants make a map of invasive plants in the 
park so they can be located.

▸ Once the invasive plants have been correctly identifi ed, 
work with the proper authorities to host an invasive plant 
removal, inviting community members and park visitors 
to be involved. 

Adaptations

▸ Try this activity with native plants, birds, or animals. 

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 8+ years TIME REQUIRED: 20–25 minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 15 max

Invasive Plant Relay
Learn to identify some of BC’s most 
invasive plants
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Introduce the 7 key Leave No Trace Principles in BC parks 
and protected areas:

• Plan ahead and prepare.

• Travel and camp on durable surfaces.

• Pack out what you pack in, and dispose of waste 
properly.

• Leave what you fi nd.

• Minimize campfi re impacts.

• Respect wildlife.

• Be considerate of other visitors.

Materials 

▸ blank paper 
(butcher paper, coloured paper, or white paper)

▸ crayons or coloured pencils

▸ tables or fl at surfaces to draw on 
(such as cardboard or notebooks) 

Optional Additional Materials

▸ local plant fi eld guides

Warm-up Questions

Q Introduce the idea that there are many interesting things 
to discover and see in the park.

Q What kinds of things have you seen or discovered 
in this park? 

Q Have participants brainstorm (1) what might be harvested 
in the park they are in, and (2) by whom. Answer: (1) 
depending on the ecosystem, this could be: salmon, 
lakefi sh, wild berries, moose, deer, rabbits, medicines, 
seaweed, mollusks, edible mushrooms etc. (2) Generally, 
only Indigenous Peoples on their traditional territories 
are permitted to harvest within a park.

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 6–9 years TIME REQUIRED: 20+ minutes GROUP SIZE: 1 min / 20 max

Leaf What You Find 
Understand how to travel in parks with 
minimal impact, leaving all objects 
where they are found
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How-to

 ▸ Tell participants that you are going to show them a way 
to experience and share found items that are okay to 
touch.

 ▸ Instruct the group to find 4–5 different leaves on the 
ground outside that are not attached to living plants. 
Once every participant has 4–5 leaves, ask them to 
come back to receive further instruction. 

 ▸ Place the leaf on a hard surface. It’s a good idea to use 
notebook paper or a piece of cardboard under the leaf. 
Make sure the leaf veins (on the underside of the leaf ) 
are facing up.

 ▸ Put a white sheet of paper on top of the leaf.

 ▸ Using the side of the crayon, rub it on the paper on top 
of the leaf.

 ▸ Repeat the process using the same white piece of 
paper, but try using different-coloured crayons for the 
remaining rubbings.

 ▸ Have a round of show and tell. Ask participants to show 
their rubbings and describe what they see. If known, 
describe the type of tree or plant that the leaf came from.

 ▸ Have the group gather their leaves and go back to the 
location where they first found them. Scatter the leaves 
around on the ground.

Reflection Questions

 Q When should we not touch things found in a park? 
Answer: Culturally significant artifacts and sites (such 
as fossils, rock cairns, of shell middens) may be found 
in parks and it is important to leave them be. Animals 
should be given space, and animal parts like antlers 
or other bones, should be left. When in doubt, always 
leave what you find, and always respect cultural sites and 
artifacts.

 Q When is it okay to touch things that we find in nature? 
Answer: Plants or sticks that are clearly dead and 
downed. While live plants are usually okay to gently 
touch (although some are poisonous or rare and should 
be avoided), you should never remove any natural 
objects from BC parks and protected areas.

 Q How many different textures did we find? What makes 
each texture different?

Adaptations

 ▸ This activity could also be done using rubbings of tree 
bark on live trees.
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Our ecological footprint refers to human demand on the earth’s resources. It is measured by adding up these 
demands through an ecological accounting system. 

Materials 

▸ a rope or line drawn in the dirt 
(to defi ne a starting point) 

Optional Additional Materials

▸ an iPad (where participants could fi ll out their own 
ecological footprint at footprintcalculator.org)

▸ notebooks

▸ pens or pencils

How-to

In a large open space, ask the participants to line up along a 
rope or line drawn in the dirt. Read each statement below, 
and ask participants to take steps forward based on how 
this statement applies to them: Always = 0 steps, Oft en = 1 
step, Sometimes = 2 steps, Rarely = 3 steps, Never = 4 steps

1 I walk to and from school. 

2 I take showers instead of baths. 

3 I turn the water off  while I’m brushing my teeth.

4 I eat a vegetarian or vegan diet. (Take extra big steps!) 

5 I recycle.

6 I compost.

7 When my family takes vacations, we stay close to home. 
(Take extra big steps!)

8 I reuse items instead of throwing them away.

9 I turn off  light switches when I leave the room.

10 My family eats food that was harvested locally. 
(Take extra big steps!) 

11 I put on a sweater instead of turning up the heat in 
my home. 

12 My family’s home has only the space that we need, and 
not more. 

Refl ection Questions

Q Where are you standing at the end of the activity?

Q What have you noticed about areas where you could lessen 
your impact on the environment?

Q How is this activity related to the impacts of climate 
change?

Extensions

▸ Invite participants to each write a pledge in a notebook 
of what they will do to minimize their ecological 
footprint and lower their impact on the planet.

Adaptations

▸ If you have a large group, have participants move around 
the edge of a defi ned circle, rather than walking forward. 
Th is will help the group to stay contained, rather than 
overly spread out. 

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 7–12 years TIME REQUIRED: 10–15 minutes GROUP SIZE: 2 min / 30 max

Small Steps for Humanity
Take a quiz by moving your body to 
visualize your ecological footprint
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When participants compare what motivates them to participate in their favourite outdoor activity they can 
fi nd similarities with other recreational activity groups.

Share some of BC Parks’ responsible recreation messaging 
in the group discussion about being kind to other visitors:

▸ Acknowledge others on the trail. Th is is a shared space so 
remember to be kind and considerate so everyone can have 
a good time.

▸ Don’t blast music. Parks are for everyone to enjoy and not 
everyone enjoys them with a bass line.

▸ Keeping your neighbours up at night isn’t cool. Adhere to 
posted quiet hours and noise rules in campsites.

Materials 

▸ Post-it notes or index cards

▸ pens or pencils

How-to

▸ Give each participant three Post-it notes. On the sticky 
side, have them write their favourite outdoor activity. 
Th e same activity should be written on all three — be 
sure to keep it a secret! 

▸ On the non-sticky side have them write three reasons 
they love doing this activity — one on each Post-it. A 
good way to get them thinking is to have them fi nish 
the sentence: “I enjoy this activity because…” Answers 
could be solitude, adventure, scenery, etc.

▸ Once they has completed their Post-it notes, have 
everyone put their notes on the ground, a fl at surface or 
a board.

▸ Once all of the answers are up, have the group organize 
and group the common values that are similar.

▸ Th en look at each group and fl ip over the cards to see 
what activities are in each value group.

▸ Encourage the group to discuss the common values 
between diff erent types of recreationists. What does 
this help highlight about visitors sharing the park?

▸ Brainstorm ways recreationists can be respectful of the 
values of other visitors while in the park.

Refl ection Questions

Q What actions can we take to ensure we are respectful of all 
park visitors?

Q Was anyone surprised about a type of recreationist in a 
value group?

Q What can we do with those common values to address 
confl icts between recreationists?

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 10–12 years TIME REQUIRED: 15+ minutes GROUP SIZE: 4 min / 15 max

People in the Park
Learn to respect all park visitors and 
understand that they often represent 
multiple interests
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Materials 

▸ Small foam mats, bandanas, or placeholders for 
participants to stand on

Warm-up Questions

Q What does durable mean? 
Answer: able to withstand wear, pressure or damage

Q What surfaces around you look durable to you? 
Answer: rocks, stomped down dirt or trails, tent 
platforms, walkways

Q In contrast, what surfaces look like they would be impacted 
if we walked or camped on them?
Answer: moss, plants, many living things!

How-to

▸ Invite participants to look around and see if they can 
see or identify some durable surfaces. Let participants 
know that concentrating activity on one durable surface 
can protect the surviving landscape and if we remove 
the living things on the surface of the soil we may be 
contributing to causing erosion. Ask: What is erosion? 
Answer: Causing something to wear away or disappear 
slowly.

▸ Have participants make a circle and stand on their 
bandana, foam mat or placeholder. As the facilitator, 
stand in the middle of the circle. Th e foam mat will 
represent the available durable surface in the park. 

▸ Aft er they have placed down their durable surface, have 
each participant take two giant steps back from their 
placeholder. 

▸ When the facilitator says, “Go,” the participants will 
start walking clockwise around the circle. As the 
facilitator you can remove one or two placeholders 
during this time.

▸ Aft er 20 seconds or so, when the facilitator yells 
“Erosion!”, the participants will have to fi nd a 
placeholder to stand on. As long as they have one foot 
on their placeholder, they stay in the game. Th e last 
participant to make it to a durable surface is eliminated.

▸ Continue playing until only one durable surface remains, 
and there are many diff erent participants competing to 
stay on that durable surface.

Refl ection Questions

Q What happens if we move through the same area over and 
over again?

Q What kinds of things do parks staff  build that limit our 
impact on surfaces as we move through the park? 

Q What kinds of things can we do to limit our impact on 
surfaces in the park?

Adaptations

▸ Allow multiple participants to stand on one placeholder 
to stay in the game as long as they have a foot or hand 
on the placeholder. Th is can create discussion around 
the fact that many organisms can be in competition 
for available space and it may be possible to have many 
participants still in the game on one durable surface if 
they work together!

SUGGESTED AGE RANGE: 6–10 years TIME REQUIRED: 15+ minutes GROUP SIZE: 6 min / 20 max

Erosion Tag
Emphasize how to reduce impact by 
travelling and camping on durable 
surfaces through a running game

activity 43
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Field Trip Programs

Purpose 

� e following half-day program ideas can be o� ered to visiting school groups. 
� e intention is to provide a themed sequence of activities from the Jerry’s 
Rangers program to enhance a school trip to BC Parks sites while providing 
content connected to the curriculum. Facilitators have the opportunity to o� er 
these programs to teachers and their students.

Th ese fi eld trip ideas may be off ered 
to teachers to complement the careful 
planning they have put into their visit 
to a BC park. Each grade-specifi c 
program off ers curriculum connections 
for the activities tied by a theme. Th e 
suggested programs should take 2–3 
hours, ideal for a half-day fi eld trip. 
A full list of grade-specifi c activities 
can also be found at the end of the 
Program Ideas, providing a resource for 
possible extensions for school visits.

Territory Acknowledgement 

At the start of each fi eld-trip session with 
school groups, park staff  should take a 
moment to recognize the traditional 
territory on which the park stands today. 

Information about the Traditional 
Territory of the parks can be 
found by visiting sites such as 
nativeland.ca. (Please note: Th is website 
is not affi  liated with BC Parks.) Th is 
information is a starting point for a 
meaningful land acknowledgement 
with school groups during their visit to 
the park.

Program Outlines

▸ K–1: Observing Plants and 
Animals

▸ 2–3: Adaptations to the Ecosystem

▸ 4–5: It’s All Connected

▸ 6–7: Outdoor Safety
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Grades K–1
THEME: Observing Plants and Animals

Curriculum Connections

▸ K SCIENCE: Plants and animals have 
observable features

▸ GR 1 SCIENCE: Living things have features 
and behaviours that help them survive in their 
environment

Explore the living things in the park around you and 
heighten your senses — what do you hear? What do 
you see? Where might creatures — big and small — 
live in the park? Take the time to enjoy the wonders 
all around you.

Territory Acknowledgement 
(see page 65)

Activities

▸ Warm-up: Owl Eyes / Deer Eyes — 5+ minutes 

▸ Wildlife Detectives — 15–30 minutes 

▸ Sound Map — 15–30 minutes 

▸ Land Mandalas — 15–30 minutes 

▸ Closing: Sit Spots — 10+ minutes

Additional Add-on Activities

If there is additional time (a full day) with the group, 
consider off ering the following activities: 

▸ Plant Scavenger Hunt

▸ Camoufl age

▸ Greet a Tree

Grades 2–3
THEME: Adaptations to the Ecosystem

Curriculum Connections

▸ GR 2 SCIENCE: All living things interact in their 
ecosystem

▸ GR 3 SCIENCE: Living things have life cycles 
adapted to their environment

Get to know how living things survive in the park 
— do they use camoufl age? Do they have defenses 
before they are born? Connect with the park around 
you and learn how plants and animals adapt to their 
environment. 

Territory Acknowledgement 
(see page 65)

Activities

▸ Warm-up: Wander Walk — 15–20 minutes 

▸ Greet a Tree — 15–20 minutes

▸ Guard the Redd — 10–20 minutes 

▸ Camoufl age — 15–20 minutes 

▸ Closing: Sit Spots — 10+ minutes 

Additional Add-on Activities

If there is additional time (a full day) with the group, 
consider off ering the following activities:

▸ Salmon Eater Tag

▸ Oh Deer!

▸ The Web of Life
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Grades 4–5
THEME: It’s All Connected 

Curriculum Connections

▸ GR 4 SCIENCE: All living things sense and 
respond to their environment

▸ GR 5 SOCIALS: First Peoples land ownership 
and use

Learn about the connections within an ecosystem, 
and how humans play a part. How have humans 
cared for and been connected to the land in the 
past? How has that changed? Uncover what we 
can do together to continue protecting the land 
and parks.

Territory Acknowledgement 
(see page 65)

Activities

▸ Warm-up: Walk in the Park — 30–40 minutes

▸ The Web of Life — 15+ minutes 

▸ Salmon Eater Tag — 15–30 minutes 

▸ Invasive Plant Relay — 20–25 minutes 

▸ Closing: Connections to the Natural World — 
20+ minutes

Additional Add-on Activities

If there is additional time (a full day) with the group, 
consider off ering the following activities:

▸ Left-Behind Artifacts

▸ A Map of My Home

▸ Camoufl age

Grades 6–7
THEME: Outdoor Safety

Curriculum Connections

▸ GR 6+7 PHE: Basic principles for responding to 
emergencies.

Get to know how living things survive in the park 
— do they use camoufl age? Do they have defenses 
before they are born? Connect with the park around 
you and learn how plants and animals adapt to their 
environment. 

Territory Acknowledgement 
(see page 65)

Activities

▸ Warm-up: Bear Prepare — 15+ minutes 

▸ Packing for a Hike — 15–20 minutes

▸ Weather Watchers — 15–20 minutes

▸ Make a Fire — 20+ minutes 

▸ Closing: What’s in My Backpack — 
15+ minutes 

Additional Add-on Activities

If there is additional time (a full day) with the group, 
consider off ering the following activities:

▸ People in the Park

▸ The North Wind Blows

▸ Walk in the Park
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Curriculum Connections

Kindergarten
SCIENCE: Plants and animals have observable 
features

▸ Wildlife Detectives (page 11)

▸ Plant Scavenger Hunt (page 18)

▸ Greet a Tree (page 40)

▸ What’s My Track? (page 41) 

▸ Sound Map (page 47)

▸ Sit Spots (page 57)

ART: Create artistic works collaboratively and as 
an individual, using ideas inspired by imagination, 
inquiry, experimentation, and purposeful play

▸ Nature Sculptures (page 48)

▸ Land Mandalas (page 50)

Grade 1 
SCIENCE: Living things have features and 
behaviours that help them survive in their 
environment

▸ The Web of Life (page 13)

▸ Guard the Redd (page 14)

▸ Camoufl age (page 15)

▸ Owl Eyes / Deer Ears (page 39)

▸ What’s My Track? (page 41) 

▸ Bat & Moth (page 42)

▸ Bu� frog Bu� ies (page 55)

▸ Sit Spots (page 57)

ART: Develop processes and technical skills 
in a variety of art forms to nurture motivation, 
development, and imagination

▸ Native Sculptures (page 48)

▸ Land Mandalas (page 50)

Grade 2
SOCIALS: local actions have global consequences

▸ Leaf What You Find (page 59)

▸ Sma�  Steps for Humanity (page 61)

SCIENCE: Living things have life cycles adapted to 
their environment 

▸ Guard the Redd (page 14)

▸ Camoufl age (page 15)

▸ Greet a Tree (page 40)

▸ Salmon Eater Tag (page 53)

PHE: Having good communication skills and 
managing our emotions enables us to develop and 
maintain healthy relationships

▸ Guard the Redd (page 14)

▸ Sit Spots (page 57)
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Grade 3 
SCIENCE: Living things are diverse, can be 
grouped, and interact in their ecosystems

▸ The Web of Life (page 13)

▸ Guard the Redd (page 14)

▸ Oh Deer! (page 44)

PHE: Having good communication skills and 
managing our emotions enables us to develop and 
maintain healthy relationships

▸ Guard the Redd (page 14)

▸ Sit Spots (page 57)

SOCIALS: Cultural characteristics and ways of life 
of local First Peoples and oral history, traditional 
stories, and artifacts as evidence about past 
First Peoples cultures and relationship between 
humans and their environment

▸ Walk in the Park (page 21)

▸ Left-Behind Artifacts (page 24)

SOCIALS: Relationship between humans and their 
environment

▸ Connections to the Natural World (page 16)

▸ Wander Walk (page 43)

▸ Tread Lightly (page 45)

▸ Build a Mini-Park (page 52)

▸ Leaf What You Find (page 59)

▸ Sma�  Steps for Humanity (page 61)

▸ Erosion Tag (page 63)

Grade 4
SCIENCE: All living things sense and respond to 
their environment

▸ Camoufl age (page 15)

▸ Night Vision (page 17)

▸ Who is in the Park? (page 21)

▸ Greet a Tree (page 40)

▸ Salmon Eater Tag (page 53)

▸ Invasive Plant Relay (page 58)

SOCIALS: The pursuit of valuable natural 
resources has played a key role in changing the 
land, people, and communities of Canada

▸ Timeline Walk (page 20)

▸ Climate Is Changed (page 54)

SOCIALS: early contact, trade, cooperation, and 
confl ict between First Peoples and European 
peoples

▸ Walk in the Park (page 21)

Grade 5 
SOCIALS: First Peoples land ownership and use

▸ Walk in the Park (page 21)

▸ Left-Behind Artifacts (page 24)

▸ A Map of My Home (page 25)

SCIENCE: First Peoples concepts of 
interconnectedness in the environment

▸ The Web of Life (page 13)

▸ Connections to the Natural World (page 16)
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Grade 6
PHE: Basic principles for responding to 
emergencies

▸ Packing for a Hike (page 28)

▸ The North Wind Blows (page 31)

▸ What’s in My Backpack? (page 33)

▸ Bear Prepare (page 35)

▸ Make a Fire (page 36)

SCIENCE: Experience and interpret the local 
environment

▸ The Web of Life (page 13)

▸ Connections to the Natural World (page 16)

▸ Weather Watchers (page 30)

▸ Up in the Sky (page 49)

▸ Build a Mini-Park (page 52)

▸ People in the Park (page 62)

Grade 7
SOCIALS: Geographic conditions shaped the 
emergence of civilizations

▸ What’s Changed? (page 23)

▸ A Map of My Home (page 25)

SOCIALS: Social, political, legal, governmental, 
and economic systems ... indigenous to the 
Americas and religious and cultural practices...
continue to infl uence people

▸ Walk in the Park (page 21)

PHE: Basic principles for responding to 
emergencies

▸ Packing for a Hike (page 28)

▸ Weather Watchers (page 30)

▸ The North Wind Blows (page 31)

▸ What’s in My Backpack? (page 33)

▸ Bear Prepare (page 35)

▸ Make a Fire (page 36)

SCIENCE: Earth and its climate have changed over 
geological time

▸ Timeline Walk (page 20)

▸ What’s Changed? (page 23)

▸ Climate Is Changed (page 54)

▸ Sma�  Steps for Humanity (page 61)
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If you are familiar with the previous version of Jerry’s 
Rangers, you may remember these 12 diff erent sticker 
categories: Nature Nut, Protecting Place, Leave No 
Trace, People Pleaser, Safety Sense, History Hound, 
Recycler, Let it Be, Bear Aware, Careful Camper, 
Climate Champion, and Happy Hiker.

Th ere was considerable overlap with many of the 
activities and themes between these 12 categories, 
so they have been reduced down to 6 categories. 
Additionally, now each activity applies only to one 
category, rather than several.

Th e table below outlines how the old categories fi t in to the new ones:

New Stamp New Stamp Intention
Previous Jerrys’ Rangers 
Categories Overlap

Naturalist Science of the natural world Nature Nut, Let it Be

Storyteller
History of the land and the people 
who live here

History Hound

Wayfi nder
Personal responsibility to be 
prepared outdoors

Safety Sense, Bear Aware, 
Careful Camper, Happy Hiker

Observer 
Physical education and sensory 
awareness

N/A

Artist Art explorations on the land Recycler

Steward
Social responsibility to care for 
the environment

Protecting Places, Leave No Trace, 
People Pleaser, Climate Champion

Th e choice to remove the sticker component and replace it with a single stamp will reduce the cost of consumable 
materials and simplify the awarding processes to participants. Once all six areas on the certifi cate have been stamped, 
the participant is an Honorary Jerry’s Ranger! 

Appendix 1 Program Categories
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Find the certifi cate on the following page, 
clear of page numbers.

Appendix 2 Jerry’s Rangers Certi� cate
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Something 
in nature

Things we have in common How it helps me

e.g. soil we both contain minerals soil helps grow my food

a cedar tree we both have an outer layer to 
protect us (bark/skin) cedar tree gives me oxygen

Appendix 3 “Connections to the Natural 
World” worksheet
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Year Event

100 million years ago
(300 km away from your starting point)

Th e Rocky Mountains formed.

67 million years ago
(200 km away from your starting point)

Dinosaur fossils from this time have been found in BC.

80,000 years ago
(walk 630 steps to next stop — about 200 m)

Th e beginning of the last ice age. Almost all of BC was covered in ice. 
Sea levels around the world drop, creating land bridges now covered by 
shallow seas.

17,000 years ago
(walk 60 steps to next stop)

Peak of the last ice age. No forest ecosystems existed in BC. Steppe 
grasslands are grazed by large herbivores such as caribou, muskox, 
bison, horse, and mammoth. Th ere is archaeological evidence of woolly 
mammoths in BC from this era.

10,000 years ago
(walk 20 steps to next stop)

End of the last ice age. Woolly mammoths go extinct. Glaciation has 
changed the landscape, creating fj ords, lakes, and moraines where there 
were none before. Forests begin to grow in BC.

8,000 years ago
(walk 30 steps to next stop)

Oldest known human skeleton ever found in Canada is from a person who 
lived about 8,000 years ago. It was found near Kamloops.

5,000 years ago
(walk 30 steps to next stop)

Sea levels stabilize. Th ere is archaeological evidence of fi shing tools from 
this time. Coastal rainforests start to grow.

2,000 years ago
(walk 10 steps to next stop)

Archaeological evidence of widespread trading of goods and art objects 
among the Indigenous Peoples of BC and with other Indigenous Peoples 
throughout North America.

1,000 years ago
(walk 8 steps to next stop)

Some of BC’s oldest living trees began to grow.

1,778
(walk 1 step to next stop)

European explorer, Captain James Cook, reached Nootka Sound (on 
Vancouver Island) and became the fi rst white man to set foot on British 
Columbian soil.

(add your own date) Th e park you are in was established.

(add your own date) An adult in your group was born.

(add your own date) A participant in your group was born.

(add your own date) Other event(s) relevant to your park or curriculum.

Appendix 4 “Timeline Walk” table
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Find the answers to these questions by talking with Park Staff , 
checking interpretive signs, asking those around you, etc. 

What is the name of this park?

Who are the Indigenous Peoples of this area?

What Indigenous language(s) are spoken here?

What is the traditional place name that people use for this area?

What are two interesting pieces of information you learned about this park?

Appendix 5 “Walk in the Park” worksheet
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What are some ways that I prepared for this walk? Draw or write below.

What are some things that I am bringing with me? Draw or write below.

When I walk I make sure to:

Travel on trails! Leave what I fi nd! Make space for animals! Make space for others!

What did I see while I walked? 

Appendix 6 “Wander Walk” worksheet

continued on next page
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What did I hear while I walked?

Where did I go? Draw a map and draw landmarks of things that you saw or did along the way.
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Appendix 7 “Up in the Sky” graphic
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Mt Sir Sandford — 1910 (at le� ) and 2019 (at right)

Extinguisher Tower — 1911 (at le� ) and 2011 (at right)

Mt Assiniboine and Magog Lake — 1913 (at le� ) and 2018 (at right)

Appendix 8 “Climate Is Changed” 
worksheet
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Who is in the park right now that we can see?

Who might be in the park right now that we can’t see? 

How do animals use the park?

Appendix 9 “Who’s in the Park?” worksheet

continued on next page
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How do humans use the park?

What resources do we all use?

What can I do to share space in the park I am in?



continued on next page

Gorse
Ulex europaeus

SEE: Bright yellow fl owers 
develop into black seed pods 
with dark hairs.

FACT: Limited to coastal 
areas of BC.

Marsh Plume 
Thistle
Cirsium palustre

SEE: Flowers grouped at end 
of branches. Spine-tipped 
leaves with woody veins.

FACT: It is increasing in 
central BC.

Japanese 
Knotweed
Fallopia japonica

SEE: Grows tall like bamboo. 
Leaves are egg-shaped.

FACT: New shoots are so 
strong they can penetrate 
thick asphalt paving.

Giant 
Hogweed
Heracleum mantegazzianum

SEE: Hollow stems with 
purple spots, umbrella 
shaped white fl owers.

FACT: Poisonous sap can 
burn and cause blisters. 
Reproduces by seed: 50,000 
seeds per plant.

cut out cards along dashed lines
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Appendix 10 “Invasive Species Relay” cards



Scotch 
Broom
Cytisus scoparius

SEE: Evergreen shrub with 
woody stems. Pea-like 
flowers are bright yellow 
and sometimes have red 
markings in the middle. 

FACT: Escaped from gardens 
and now grows in many 
areas of BC. 

Yellow Flag 
Iris
Cirsium palustre

SEE: Leaves are flat, long, 
and sword-like. Bright 
yellow flower. 

FACT: Found in ditches, 
marshes and shallow ponds. 

Purple 
Loosestrife
Lythrum salicaria

SEE: Purple flowers on long 
spikes.

FACT: Produces over 2.5 
million seeds each year. 

Burdock
Arctium minus

SEE: Rounded flower heads 
with hooked spines. 

FACT: These flowers stick 
to clothing and to animals 
and can be found around 
streambanks. 

Common 
Tansy
Tanacetum vulgare

SEE: Button-like yellow 
flowers. Deeply divided dark 
green leaves. 

FACT: Can grow to 1.8 m 
tall.

Poison 
Hemlock
Conium maculatum

SEE: White flowers borne 
in umbrella-like clusters 
supported by a stalk. Stems 
are covered with purple 
spots.

FACT: All parts of the plant 
are highly poisonous. 

cut out cards along dashed lines
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